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Preface

Since its inception in 1990, the World-Wide Web (WWW) has had a tremendous impact on

the world. It happened in at least three different phases. The original Web 1.0 is based on

static web pages and their hyperlinks and was mostly in a read-only mode. Web 2.0 concerns

user-generated content, with users not only consuming data but also contributing informa-

tion via blogs, vlogs, etc. From the technical point of view, while the web applications were

already created during Web 1.0, in Web 2.0 users started to build rich web applications.

These web applications are often based on service-oriented architecture and often are user-

oriented (e.g., Facebook). While Web 2.0 realized one of the classic tenets of WWW, the

AAA slogan (“Anyone can say Anything about Any topic”), it still shares the drawback

of Web 1.0: the content is not seamlessly understandable by machines. In 2001, Web 3.0

was established and labeled “the semantic web”, where information can be equipped with

well-defined meaning. Basically, this is finally the web which should be understandable by

machines, enabling a construction of smart web applications. Although the semantic web,

or, specifically, the web of data, has not yet been realized in its full potential, the results are

already being used world-wide. In this respect, ontologies, representing formal conceptual

models typically describing a certain domain of discourse, are deployed in world-wide appli-

cations, such as Google Search where less expressive ontology, i.e. vocabulary, schema.org

is used. Furthermore, many companies recognized ontologies as a suitable knowledge rep-

resentation means to formally specify shared conceptualization. There is a growing number

of ontologies and, on the other side, there are increasingly more ontology tools. Similar to

other artefacts of informatics, ontology tools need to be benchmarked in order to assure a

satisfactory level of quality.

The central theme of this thesis is an ontology benchmark1 which represents a material

1Throughout this thesis, the notions “ontology benchmark”, “ontology tool benchmark” and “bench-

marking corpus” are used interchangeably.
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for benchmarking of ontology tools. Although benchmarking activities and corresponding

benchmarks are common to the semantic web field, they have not been uniformly charac-

terized and summarized. In this thesis, I provide a categorization of ontology tools, which

enables each category to be described, using eight activities which can be performed on

ontologies. Each activity can be described using five characteristics. The relationships be-

tween categories, activities and characteristics are depicted in Figure 1.2. These concepts

are explained in Section 1.1.1. Further, I provide the typical requirements of ontology bench-

marks for each ontology tool category in Section 1.2. Next, I provide a survey of existing

ontology benchmarks, grouped according to my ontology tool categorization and describe

them using activities and characteristics from the categorization. Further, according to this

(expert-based) survey, I provide a simple recommender suggesting suitable ontology bench-

marks, according to a user’s needs. This recommendation is based on ontology benchmark

descriptions, using activities and their characteristics, instead of the predefined suitability

of ontology benchmarks for a specific ontology tool category. The ontology tool categoriza-

tion serves firstly for the grouping of ontology benchmarks and their description. Ontology

benchmarks can be constructed manually or automatically. The thesis provides an example

of a manually created, widely-used ontology benchmark, OntoFarm, and the description of

the tool supporting an automatic construction of ontology benchmarks. Both, OntoFarm

and the tool, are considered as contributions of the author to the field.

Although the work described here has been carried out in several different projects, it

has mainly been performed within the post-doctoral project supported by the Czech Science

Foundation grant, no. 14-14076, “COSOL – Categorization of Ontologies in Support of

Ontology Life Cycle” (2014-2016) which resulted in 25 publications.2 I would like it to be

noted that this was during the years in which I was working on the topic of this thesis

with my colleagues. However, I consider the content of this thesis to be my proper research

contribution. The initial idea of the OntoFarm collection is owing to my colleague, Vojtěch

2Publications are listed at https://owl.vse.cz/COSOL/bibliography.html
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Svátek. However, I have been the maintainer of the collection from its inception.

The thesis begins with introductory Chapter 1, which presents semantic web ontology

tools, their suggested categorization and the requirements for corresponding ontology bench-

marks. Chapter 2 provides an overview of existing ontology benchmarks for different ontology

tool categories. Moreover, it offers the rule-based recommendation system which is flexible

in its knowledge base generation, based on the depicted information about ontology bench-

marks available in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 provides details about the OntoFarm collection as

an example of a manually constructed ontology benchmarking corpus. Chapter 4 describes

the approach to an automatic support of ontology benchmarking corpus construction, im-

plemented as the OOSP tool. Finally, Chapter 5 concludes the thesis by an introduction to

the platforms enabling an automatic benchmarking of ontology tools.
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Klára and my three sons Jan, Jeroným and Jáchym who support me in my life.
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Chapter 1

What is Benchmarking for Semantic

Web?

In order to continuously enhance the quality of software, software engineering applies bench-

marking as a method of measuring performance against a standard, or a given set of standards

[75]. In contrast to software evaluation, benchmarking aims at continuous improvement with

regard to a given set of standards known as benchmarks. Software evaluation and bench-

marking are also important testing activities for semantic web tools. While the terminology

about evaluation and benchmarking is not used uniquely within the semantic web, I will

consider the evaluation as rather ad hoc software testing and benchmarking as a recurrent

measuring activity related to the benchmark suite.

Although benchmarking activities and corresponding ontology benchmarks are common

to semantic web field, they have not been uniformly characterized and summarized. In

this chapter I provide a categorization of ontology tools along with typical requirements

on ontology benchmarks for each ontology tool category and the next chapter provides

a survey of existing ontology benchmarks within each ontology tool category along with

their characteristics. In this respect the most relevant work was a dissertation thesis of

Garćıa-Castro from 2009 [26] who focused on benchmarking methodology for semantic web

11



12 CHAPTER 1. WHAT IS BENCHMARKING FOR SEMANTIC WEB?

technologies.

This habilitation thesis complements the work of Garćıa-Castro in a sense that I provide a

summary of requirements of ontology tool categories on ontology benchmarks and I overview

ontology benchmarks used in the semantic web using activities and characteristics from the

proposed ontology tool categorization. Besides presented benchmarks ontology developers

can also use freely available ontology collections (mentioned in Section 4.1). These are not

included in the overview in Section 2 since they were not introduced as coherent benchmarks

in literature before. The ontology collections can serve as a solid basis for constructing new

ontology benchmarks as described in Chapter 4. Additionally, I provide the ontology tool

benchmark recommender based on presented ontology benchmarks overview. This overview

and instant recommendation aim at supporting researchers and ontology tool developers in

their experimentation and benchmarking efforts.

1.1 Semantic Web and Semantic Web Ontology Tools

The most important and the most widespread service of the Internet, the World-Wide Web

has evolved from textual static HTML pages to pages enriched with a multimedia content.

The key term for WWW is resource which is anything that can be identified whether it

is physical, abstract or digital thing. Semantic web represents one next (besides others)

extension of WWW in terms of semantics. The main motivation for such an extension is to

make available formal reasoning for more sophisticated software tools on WWW. This topic is

covered by many books, e.g. [3], [2]. There are many use cases for semantic web applications

such as product information aggregation from different product web pages where all of them

use semantic web formats. The central role, for a representation at the semantic web,

plays ontologies, sometimes also called vocabularies,1 as formal conceptual models typically

1In this thesis I consider vocabularies as less expressive ontologies. The notion of ontology is further

explained below in the text where OWL language is described.
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describing a certain domain of discourse. In order to enhance building the semantic web

applications there are many different ontology tools enabling realization of a full potential

of semantic web technologies.

Semantic web is enabled by its architecture, the semantic web stack (Figure 1.1). This

stack is fully rooted within the traditional web which is reflected by the traditional web

technologies positioned at lower parts of the stack and dealing with a data transferring

(HTTP), resource identification (IRI), character encoding (UNICODE) and data serialization

(XML). Core semantic web technologies are placed above the traditional ones and they

deal with data representation and interchange, Resource Description Framework (RDF).2

Further, there is a semantically oriented RDF Schema (RDFS) [8] which enables us to

construct simple ontologies by specifying classes of resources, relationships among resources

using properties, domain and range of properties, taxonomy of classes and properties. This

language can be extended by using the language constructs from Web Ontology Language

(OWL) as explained in [40].

OWL is the most usual ontology language based on description logics (DL) as a family

of logics being fragments of first order logic with useful computational features. Currently,

the latest version is OWL 2 from December 2012. OWL language enables us to construct

ontologies where the main building blocks are entities of different types: individuals referring

to objects, e.g., Claire, classes referring to categories, e.g., Woman and properties referring to

relationships, e.g., being spouse of somebody. Properties are of two types: object properties

relating object to object, e.g., Claire to Andrew in the relationship of being a spouse, data-

type properties attributing data value to object, e.g., a zip code to a city. OWL further allows

to build complex description of concepts over entities by using axioms with OWL constructs

such as existential restriction, e.g., an active student has at least one enrolled course. There

are two kinds of axioms in ontology: terminological axioms (TBox) consisting of knowledge

about entities in general and assertional axioms (ABox) describing particular objects from a

2https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-concepts/
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domain of interest. The OWL language has many different language constructs available for

constructing axioms. The set of employed language constructs determines the complexity

of the ontology. There are five basic profiles in OWL 2, as explained in [40], differing in

their expressive power and corresponding computational costs. OWL 2 EL is mainly for

large bio-health ontologies. OWL 2 QL is rather for simple ontologies such as a thesauri

and such ontologies could be implemented in relational database technologies. OWL 2 RL is

designed for applications requiring scalable reasoning. The profile OWL 2 DL corresponds

to ontologies with the SROIQ description logic semantics. Ontologies beyond OWL 2 DL

are considered as in OWL 2 Full.

Further, there are technologies for querying RDF data, e.g., Simple Protocol and RDF

Query Language (SPARQL)3 and for capturing rules, e.g., Rule Interchange Format (RIF)4

beyond description logics. Proof and logics relate to the different technologies on layers

below. For example, the primary purpose of developing ontologies was an option to infer an

implicit taxonomy between classes and a categorization of individuals. This is realized by

ontology reasoners.

Further layers, i.e., a trust and a cryptography, cope with technologies whose employment

in the semantic web is still under a development and which should enhance a credibility to

use of the semantic web applications. Each semantic web technology can be supported

by corresponding semantic web tools, e.g., authoring RDFS or OWL ontologies, querying

ontologies using SPARQL etc. In this chapter I focus on the semantic web tools which cope

with semantic layers of the semantic web stack and particularly with ontologies, from now

on shortly named as ontology tools. While an end-user interacts with a final semantic web

application, ontology tools are rather intended for semantic web application developers.

The ontology has a crucial role for the semantic web. There are many different categories

of tools supporting an ontology lifecycle. The central theme of this thesis is an ontology

3https://www.w3.org/TR/sparql11-query/
4https://www.w3.org/2001/sw/wiki/RIF
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Figure 1.1: Semantic web stack. Source: [47]

benchmark which represents a material for benchmarking of ontology tools. In this thesis

I provide a categorization of ontology tools which enables to describe each category using

eight activities which can be performed on ontologies and each activity can be described

using five characteristics. The relationships between categories, activities and characteris-

tics are depicted on Figure 1.2. These concepts are explained in Section 1.1.1. Further,

I provide typical requirements on ontology benchmarks for each ontology tool category in

Section 1.2. Next, I provide a survey of existing ontology benchmarks grouped according to

my ontology tool categorization and describe them using activities and characteristics from

the categorization, Chapter 2. Further, according to this expert-based survey, I provide a

simple recommender suggesting suitable ontology benchmarks according to a user’s needs,

Section 2.6. The recommender is based on rules, which are automatically induced from the

ontology benchmarks characteristics stated in Chapter 2, and is highly modularized since

a new set of rules can be automatically generated according to a given table of ontology
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benchmark characteristics on input. This recommendation is based on ontology benchmark

descriptions using activities and their characteristics instead of predefined suitability of on-

tology benchmarks for some ontology tool category. The ontology tool categorization serves

firstly for the grouping of ontology benchmarks and their description.

1.1.1 Ontology Tool Categories

Ontology tools can be categorized according to different aspects. Here I will categorize

ontology tools according to their main purpose within an ontology lifecycle. According to

authors in [66] there are many different activities supporting the ontology lifecycle. They

cover development, use and maintenance phases. In the perspective of [66], the development

is specified more generally as an ontology network development process (a feasibility study,

an ontology specification etc). In this thesis I consider activities in the development phase

as a support of creating a new ontology, activities in the use phase as an employment of

an ontology in some application and activities in the maintenance phase as a continuous

adjustment of an existing ontology. In this section, I will characterize several ontology

tool categories (OTC). Figure 1.3 shows their position with regard to the ontology lifecycle

phases.

Development of ontologies is supported by ontology authoring tools (OTC1). These tools

enable users to design an ontology from scratch without reusing knowledge resources, e.g.,

Protégé [57]. Generally speaking, ontology authoring tools are capable to include other tools

covering various other activities; typically by using plug-ins.

An ontology reflects knowledge from a certain domain of discourse. Since ontologies

naturally reside in an open web space, their indirect (as an alignment) or direct intercon-

nection (as imports) are commonly observed. This is supported by an ontology alignment

where ontology alignment tools (OTC2), e.g., LogMap [43], serve as enablers to overcome

the heterogeneity of ontologies from the same domain by providing correspondences between

entities.
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Figure 1.2: Ontology tool categories, ontology benchmarks, activities and their characteristics.

Source: Author.
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Figure 1.3: Ontology phases and ontology tool categories. Source: Author.

One of the original goals of the semantic web has been infer the knowledge using on-

tologies. Ontology reasoning tools (OTC3) enable to perform different reasoning tasks, e.g.,

entailment and consistency checking, over an ontology, e.g., HermiT [29]. During the on-

tology development, but also during common ontology use phase, the ontology users find it

useful to visualize an ontology. There are many different ontology visualization tools (OTC4)

that enable to perform various visualization tasks, e.g., VOWL [51].

Another important goal of the semantic web is to use ontologies for annotating data, in

particular RDF data, to allow a semantic querying of the content. Ontology storing, indexing

and querying (OTC5) includes tools which enable storing RDF data and querying the data

captured according to an ontology using SPARQL, e.g., RDF4J (formerly known as Sesame)

[9].

This ontology tool categorization is not complete since I only consider ontology tool

categories for which there are some existing ontology benchmarks. For example, in this work

I do not consider semi-automatic learning of ontologies, i.e., ontology learning tools, e.g.,

DL-Learner [10], belonging to the ontology development phase. Further, I omit ontology

transformation tools, e.g., PatOMat framework [81], aiming at a transformation of lexical or

structural aspect of an ontology during an ontology maintenance phase because it can happen

that the knowledge is changed or that a designer of the ontology changed a perspective and

thus ontology should be transformed accordingly.
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In my ontology tool categorization I consider eight activities which are typically done

with ontologies as artefacts:

• Editing activity aims at creating a new content or changing an existing content.

• Importing activity means loading an existing content into some artefact as its new

part.

• Saving/exporting activity targets at serializing the content from the tool to some ex-

ternal output.

• Displaying activity deals with the visualization of some artefact or its part.

• Inferencing activity is about reasoning new facts or knowledge from existing facts and

knowledge.

• Refactoring activity targets at changing an existing content or its part to improve the

quality of the artefact.

• Matching activity is about searching for semantic connections between two or more

artefacts.

• Querying activity aims at retrieving a certain part of some artefact based on some

specification (query).

These activities are typically employed by ontology tools from different ontology tool cat-

egories, e.g., many different tool categories need to display an ontology or its part. However,

different ontology tool categories need to perform an activity at various levels, e.g., display-

ing of an ontology in detail or displaying the whole ontology. To characterize an activity

for each ontology tool category (or later for each ontology benchmark), I selected different
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specific characteristics which enable me to distinguish ontology tool categories (or ontology

benchmarks):5

• Language Construct Combinations is about which combinations of ontology language

constructs are covered: specific ones (a), which means a certain set of language con-

structs, e.g., class subsumption (rdfs:subclassof), class intersection (owl:intersectionOf),6

most of all (b) which means many different language constructs from the given lan-

guage, all (c) which means all language constructs of the given language.

• Entity Types target at which entity types are considered by an activity: entities from

TBox (d), i.e., classes, properties, entities from ABox (e), i.e., individuals, or other

specific (f)7 elements.

• Size means how large is the artefact: small (g) which roughly means tens of entities,

moderate (h) which roughly means hundreds of entities or large (i) which roughly

means over one thousand of entities.

• Language Complexity is about an expressivity of given language behind: lightweight

(j) which roughly means RDFS like expressivity (subsumptions, domains, ranges),

moderate (k) which roughly means expressivity of OWL 2 EL (e.g., class disjointness,

enumerations with a single individual, intersection of classes) or very expressive (l)

which roughly means expressivity higher than OWL 2 EL.

• SW Technology deals with the prominent SW technology for an activity: RDF (m),

OWL (n) or SPARQL (o).

5For each characteristic, which is explained below, there is the single-letter code in brackets for writing

of characteristics in tables of this chapter, e.g., the c stands for all ontology language constructs.
6The prefix rdfs stands for http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema# and the prefix owl stands for

http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#. For a complete overview of ontology constructs for given language

there are available corresponding specifications: [40] for OWL 2 and [8] for RDFS.
7Currently, this option is not used, however this was left in the categorization for some use in future, e.g.,

considering mappings as elements (e.g., instead of ontology classes) of benchmarking corpus.
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Table 1.1: Ontology Tool Categories (OTC) and Their Typical Covered Activities. Source: Author.

Activity OTC1 OTC2 OTC3 OTC4 OTC5

Editing X X

Importing X X X X X

Saving/Exporting X X X X X

Displaying X X X

Inferencing X X X X

Refactoring X

Matching X

Querying X

Each ontology tool category is described using the set of activities with their character-

istics in Table 1.2.8 Table 1.1 summarizes activities covered by ontology tool categories.

Based on this characterization we can see what each ontology tool category requires to

be benchmarked for as described in Section 1.2. In order to find a match between ontology

tool and ontology benchmark I characterize the ontology benchmarks using the same set

of activities and their characteristics, Chapter 2. As a result, ontology benchmarks are

recommended according to their supported activities and their characteristics. I conclude

Chapter 2 by providing a recommender based on the gathered data from the characterization

of the ontology benchmarks in Section 2.6.

8Characteristics of respective ontology tool categories are estimated from my own experience of working

with ontology tools last 15 years. Since ontology tools within the ontology tool categories are naturally

diverse in their features, stated typical characteristics in Table 1.2 are simplified to a certain extent.
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Table 1.2: Typical Covered Activities of Tool Categories and Their Characteristics. Language

construct combinations: specific ones (a), most of all (b), all (c). Entity types: TBox (d), ABox (e)

or other specific (f) entity types. Size: small (g), moderate (h) or large (i). Language complexity:

lightweight (j), moderate (k) or very expressive (l). SW technology: RDF (m), OWL (n) or

SPARQL (o). Characteristics are described in Section 1.1.1. Source: Author.
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1.2 Requirements for Ontology Tool Benchmarks

In this section I will describe each ontology tool category with regard to their requirements

for corresponding ontology benchmarks. Ontology authoring tools (OTC1) support an on-

tology designer during the ontology development process. Either, it means an ontology

development from scratch or reuse of different knowledge resource to a various extent. One

typical benchmarking case is to assess the interoperability and the coverage of various lan-

guage combinations (Scenario 1).9 This could involve an ontology on input or on output

depending on which task (import/export) is benchmarked. Another way of benchmarking

of this category of ontology tools includes an assignment of ontology conceptualization task

for a user in a free text. This would involve a reference ontology on input.

Ontology learning includes a set of tasks and methods for the automatic or semi-automatic

generation of ontologies from a natural language text as described in [65]. There can be var-

ious learning tasks such as concept formation, learning OWL class expressions and ontology

population. Although each learning task has its own specifics, in general ontology learning

tools work with a natural language text on input and output ontologies of different axiom-

atization (ranging from concept hierarchy, relations to non-trivial concept expressions). To

the best of my knowledge there is no benchmark dealing with this ontology tool category.

Generally, benchmarking of ontology alignment (matching) tools (OTC2) requires pairs

of ontologies from the same domain and a reference alignment between them (Scenario 2).

Ontologies for the ontology alignment task used to be heterogeneous, which means that they

differ lexicographically, structurally and/or semantically between each other provided they

capture the same domain of discourse. A typical benchmark for ontology matching does not

contain an ABox data set (individuals); however, if we consider an instance-matching task

as a specific variant of ontology alignment then the ABox data set must be involved in the

benchmark as well. Ontology alignment benchmark types mainly vary along the ontology

characteristics. This means that for a specific ontology matching technique we can consider

9Solutions for four scenarios mentioned throughout this section are stated in Section 4.3.
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corresponding specific ontologies, e.g., large ontologies (scalability issue), ontologies with

ABox, structurally rich ontologies, ontologies rich in OWL language constructs, etc.

Benchmarking of ontology reasoning tools (OTC3) typically requires an ontology having

non-trivial concept expressions (Scenario 3). The type of concept expressions depends on

the reasoning task to be benchmarked, e.g., subsumptions, equivalences. If the tool needs

benchmarking of reasoning tasks for the Abox, the benchmark should also involve an appro-

priate ABox data set described using the ontology from the benchmark. Often the ontology

reasoners aim at the scalability issue (i.e., moderate or large ontologies).

Ontology visualization tools (OTC4) typically need to be benchmarked on whether they

cover all language constructs of the OWL language (Scenario 4). The large size of an ontology

could test the scalability of an implemented visualization technique.

Ontology storing, indexing and SPARQL querying tools (OTC5) naturally need to be

benchmarked with regard to a storage performance against various ontologies and corre-

sponding RDF data sets. It typically needs to be benchmarked for an answer querying over

the data described according to a certain ontology. In this case, besides an ontology and a

data set there must be some SPARQL queries. SPARQL queries often target at different

combinations of SPARQL query language which correspond to different variations of the

ontology language.

Generally, benchmarking of ontology transformation needs an ontology to be changed

on input and corresponding reference ontology. Next, on input there is also expected a

specification saying what should be changed and how. To the best of my knowledge there is

no benchmark dealing with this ontology tool category.

The abovementioned requirements for the ontology tool benchmarks also reflect charac-

teristics of the ontology tool categories depicted in Table 1.2. Figure 1.4 shows a position of

the ontology benchmark groups with regard to the core semantic web technologies.
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Figure 1.4: Ontology benchmarks position with regard to the core semantic web technologies

from the semantic web stack where OB means “ontology benchmark”. For numbering of ontology

benchmark groups the same numbering as for ontology tool categories is applied, i.e., ontology

benchmarks for ontology authoring tools (1), ontology benchmarks for ontology alignment tools

(2), ontology benchmarks for reasoning tools (3), ontology benchmarks for visualization tools (4)

and ontology benchmarks for ontology storing, indexing and SPARQL querying tools (5). Source:

Author.

1.3 Ontology Tool Benchmark Construction

There are basically three approaches to ontology tool benchmark construction as depicted

in Figure 1.5. They can be either manually or automatically constructed. The automatic

approach can be of two types. Ontologies can be either generated based on required criteria

or searched for in ontology repositories containing the existing ontologies. On the one hand,

the generated ontologies usually comply with the required ontology characteristics. On the

other hand, it is not always easy to specify those required criteria, and such ontologies are

still synthetic. Thus, it is not always clear whether the support of such ontologies can be

helpful in real scenarios. Searching and selecting existing ontologies makes the benchmark

more realistic provided the ontology repositories do not contain only synthetic ontologies.

Further, searching within the space of existing ontologies also enables us to apply alternative

approaches in situations when a user does not know what to actually search for. In such a

case, ontology similarity can assist in the construction of ontology benchmarks.

The benchmarks overviewed in Chapter 2 are assigned to those three approaches at the

end of Chapter 2. Further, I present OntoFarm, manually constructed benchmark, in Chap-
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Figure 1.5: Ontology Tool Benchmark Construction. Source: Author.

ter 3 in more detail. In Chapter 4 I present my approach for supporting an automatic

ontology tool benchmark construction. In Chapter 5 I provide an introduction to two plat-

forms enabling an automatic benchmarking of ontology tools along with my experience from

their usage.



Chapter 2

Ontology Benchmarks

This chapter contains an overview of existing ontology benchmarks for a different kind of

ontology tool categories except ontology learning and ontology transformation for which

there has not been any ontology benchmark prepared so far. If the benchmark data set

or benchmark framework is not directly available (usually on the web), there is an asterisk

stated next to its code name in corresponding table. The list with all links to considered

benchmarks is online at https://goo.gl/wut91K. The chapter is concluded by proposed

Ontology Benchmark Recommender.

The benchmarks are described in corresponding tables using activities and their char-

acteristics according to my ontology tool categorization.1 I further distinguish minor and

major activities. While minor activities (depicted by normal text in the following tables)

were not originally considered by authors of corresponding benchmark, activities which were

considered by authors of corresponding benchmark are called major activities. These are

depicted using bold text in the following tables. In comparison with major activities there

are usually not explicit benchmarking metrics (measures) to use for minor activities in the

1Characteristics of respective benchmarks are estimated from their related literature and/or from my own

experience with them. Since ontologies in ontology benchmarks are not always coherent in their features,

corresponding characteristics might represent a certain approximation.

27
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benchmark. However, for measuring the performance with regard to minor activities one

can usually at least use basic approach inspecting whether a certain activity is supported

within the benchmarked tool with regard to the ontology from given benchmark.

2.1 Ontology Authoring Tool Benchmarks (OB1)

The benchmarking of semantic web technologies was doctoral dissertation topic of Raúl

Garćıa Castro presented in [26]. Castro mainly concentrated on a design of a benchmarking

methodology for semantic web technologies and particularly on topic of interoperability.

He proposed two interoperability benchmarks: the RDF(S) Interoperability Benchmarking

that aims at interoperability using RDF(S) as the interchange language, and the OWL

Interoperability Benchmarking that aims at interoperability using OWL as the interchange

language.

The RDF(S) Benchmark Suite, B1,2 evaluates the RDF(S) import and export function-

alities of semantic web tools. The benchmark consists of several ontologies (benchmarks)

serialized in an RDF/XML format. The evaluation aims at correctness of ontology import/-

export and considers two modalities. The first modality checks an import/export correctness

of all possible combinations of the model components. All possible combinations for import/-

export are covered in three separated groups of benchmarks: importing/exporting ontolo-

gies with single components, importing/exporting ontologies with all possible combinations

of two components, importing/exporting ontologies combining more than two components

being usually together in RDF(S) models (e.g., domain and range of some property). In all,

there can be over 4.000 benchmarks, however the benchmark suite can be reduced accord-

ing to the kind of tools to be evaluated. Example of nine (ten) groups of benchmarks for

import (export resp.) for ontology authoring tools is provided in [26]. The second modality

2I use codes BX, where X stands for a number, for referring to the ontology benchmarks in corresponding

tables.
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checks an import correctness of ontologies featuring different variants of RDF/XML syntax,

e.g., there can be a different syntax for URI references, empty node abbreviations and string

literal abbreviations. In the case of an export correctness of ontologies it deals with the com-

ponent naming restriction where some characters are not allowed for representing RDF(S)

or URIs, e.g., names with spaces.

The OWL Lite Benchmark, B2, only consists of an import part. Similarly to the RDF(S)

benchmark it consists of ontologies aiming at correctness of importing with regard to different

OWL vocabulary constructs. During the process of an ontology creation designers considered

different possibilities of defining classes, properties and instances and used at most one or two

OWL vocabulary constructs at the same time, while studied all the possible combinations

with regard to other terms. Next, this benchmark also contains ontologies for benchmarking

importing with regard to different variants of the RDF/XML syntax, e.g., URI references,

abbreviations. The author of [26] concludes that this benchmark only targets at one aspect

of interoperability issue, however there are further evaluation criteria that can be taken

into consideration such as efficiency, scalability, robustness. Some of these other criteria are

considered by benchmarks described below.

In 2004, W3C (the World Wide Web consortium) created a set of the RDF test cases,

B3, presented in [31] and a set of the OWL test cases, B4, as presented in [11] and in [39].

These tests also include entailments and provide examples how to correctly use RDF and

OWL and the formal meaning of their constructs. Therefore, these test cases can also be

considered as interoperability benchmarks since they check the correctness of the tools with

regard to dealing with RDF and OWL documents.

The characterization of four ontology authoring tool benchmarks is depicted in Table 2.1.

On the one hand, with regard to the requirements for ontology benchmarks (Section 1.2)

for ontology authoring tools these benchmarks correspond to benchmarks for interoperabil-

ity (import/export) but there are no benchmarks regarding an ontology design based on a

conceptualization described in a text. On the other hand, considering that there are col-
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lections of RDF or OWL documents covering different situations these benchmarks are also

suitable, to a certain extent, for benchmarking editing, displaying and inferencing function-

alities. These activities are thus depicted as minor ones except for inferencing which is major

activity for B3 and B4.

2.2 Ontology Alignment Benchmarks (OB2)

Ontology alignment benchmarks aim at evaluating the performance of ontology matchers.

In a nutshell, ontology matching targets at finding correspondences between semantically

related entities of two ontologies. Since 2005 ontology alignment benchmarks started to be

grouped around the Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative (OAEI) international cam-

paign.3 Originally, there were three tracks: the anatomy track dealing with a domain of

body and consisting of two large ontologies (more than ten thousand classes), the directory

track dealing with a domain of web sites directories and consisting of many test cases and the

systematic benchmark track dealing with a domain of bibliography and one central ontology.

In 2016, there were nine tracks. Here, I will describe nine tracks and their benchmarks from

OAEI 2016 edition presented by [1] and one track from OAEI 2015 edition presented in [12].

Different tracks use benchmarks of a distinct nature and use different evaluation modalities.

The most common evaluation modality is measuring the performance against a reference

alignment. This performance is usually measured using precision (as the ratio of correctly

found correspondences over all generated correspondences by the system), recall (as the ratio

of correctly found correspondences over all expected correspondences by the reference align-

ment) and F-measure (as a harmonic mean of precision and recall). The characterization of

ontology alignment benchmarks is depicted in Table 2.2 and in Table 2.3.

3In 2004 there were two forerunners connected to the Evaluation of Ontology-based Tools workshop and

Information Interpretation and Integration Conference.
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Table 2.1: Characteristics of Ontology Authoring Tools Benchmarks. Language construct combina-

tions: specific ones (a), most of all (b), all (c). Entity types: TBox (d), ABox (e) or other specific

(f) entity types. Size: small (g), moderate (h) or large (i). Language complexity: lightweight

(j), moderate (k) or very expressive (l). SW technology: RDF (m), OWL (n) or SPARQL (o).

Characteristics are described in Section 1.1.1. While inferencing is minor activity for B1 and B2,

it is major activity for B3 and B4. Source: Author.
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2.2.1 Systematic Benchmarks (B5)

The goal of this systematic benchmark is to disclose strong or weak aspects of each matching

algorithm by systematically altering a seed ontology. The traditional benchmark suite is

generated based on the bibliographic ontology and in 2016 another benchmark was based

on a film ontology. While the benchmark based on the bibliographic ontology was open, the

benchmark based on the film ontology was not disclosed to the participants of the OAEI

campaign.

Alterations of the seed ontology consist in discarding and modifying various ontology

features such as names of entities, comments, the specialisation hierarchy, instances, prop-

erties and classes as described by [23]. Due to the synthetic nature of this benchmark it

does not test matchers performance on real-life problems rather than it focuses on the detail

characterization of the behaviour of the matchers.

2.2.2 Anatomy Benchmark (B6)

This benchmark consists of one test case dealing with matching between the adult mouse

anatomy and a part of NCI thesaurus which describes the human anatomy. The goal of this

track is to disclose matchers performance in a specific domain of biomedicine. There are

usually large and carefully designed ontologies which are typically mainly based on technical

terms without using a natural language. Further, those ontologies are used with specific

annotations and the partOf relation.

While it is not difficult to find out trivial correspondences by simple string comparison

techniques in this test case, for finding non-trivial correspondences it needs a specific analysis

and often also a medical background knowledge. In 2017, current maintainers of the track

summarized their experience in [19].
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2.2.3 Conference Track and OntoFarm Benchmark (B7)

The OntoFarm collection, recently presented in [84], has been used within the conference

track of OAEI since 2006. OntoFarm is a collection of heterogeneously structured ontologies

describing the same domain of conference organization. Those ontologies are rich in OWL

constructs and they are grounded in reality which means that their ontology designers de-

veloped the ontology according to either conference organization tool, web presenting the

conference or personal experience of conference organizer. This grounding also enforced the

heterogeneity.

The conference track contains reference alignment for seven ontologies, i.e., 21 reference

alignments. Submitted alignments are evaluated using traditional precision and recall mea-

sures using reference alignment as well as its uncertain version, presented in [13], and using

logical reasoning based on violations of conservativity principle, described in [64]. OntoFarm

is presented in Chapter 3.

2.2.4 Large Biomedical Ontologies Benchmarks (B8)

Similarly to the anatomy track this track targets at biomedical ontologies as described by

[42]. The specifics of this track consist in providing test cases with very large ontologies con-

taining tens of thousands of classes: the foundational model of anatomy ontology (FMA), the

systematic nomenclature of medicine ontology (SNOMED) and the national cancer institute

thesaurus (NCI).

As the basis of the reference alignment was selected the UMLS metathesaurus as currently

most comprehensive resource of integrating medical thesauri and ontologies, including FMA,

SNOMED and NCI. It is known that reference alignments extracted from UMLS contain

a significant number of logical inconsistencies. Due to the concerns about a fairness of

removing correspondences causing incoherence, as described by [60], these correspondences

were flagged in the latest benchmark and they are not considered neither as positive nor as
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negative during an evaluation. This should be fair for matchers not performing an automatic

alignment repair as well as for matchers performing such a repair.

2.2.5 Disease and Phenotype Benchmarks (B9)

Similarly to the anatomy and the large biomedical ontologies tracks this track also aims

at matching ontologies from biomedical domain as described in [37, 38]. In 2016, there

were two test cases. The first test case consists in matching two disease ontologies and

the second test case consists in matching two phenotype ontologies. There has not been a

reference alignment, however the consensus alignments were generated based on alignments

from participating matchers. This benchmark has been motivated by the fact that corre-

spondences between these ontologies are currently curated manually by bioinformatics and

disease experts. A matching automation would be beneficial for their work.

2.2.6 MultiFarm Benchmark (B10)

On the one side there was an increasing number of ontologies which did not use English

language as a base language, on the other side there was no commonly accepted ontology

matching benchmark targeting at a multilingualism. As a reaction to these two incentives

the MultiFarm benchmark was introduced by [54] in 2012.

MultiFarm is composed of a set of seven ontologies, selected from the OntoFarm bench-

mark, for which a mutual reference alignment had been created manually. At the beginning

the OntoFarm ontologies have been manually translated into eight languages other than

English (Chinese, Czech, Dutch, French, German, Portuguese, Russian, and Spanish) and

later on two next languages (Italian and Arabic) have been manually added. This manual

translation assured its high quality. Each combination of ontologies and languages represents

a test case for cross-lingual ontology matching leading to approximately 1500 test cases.
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Table 2.2: Characteristics of Alignment Benchmarks Part I. Language construct combinations:

specific ones (a), most of all (b), all (c). Entity types: TBox (d), ABox (e) or other specific

(f) entity types. Size: small (g), moderate (h) or large (i). Language complexity: lightweight

(j), moderate (k) or very expressive (l). SW technology: RDF (m), OWL (n) or SPARQL (o).

Characteristics are described in Section 1.1.1. Source: Author.
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2.2.7 Interactive Matching Evaluation Benchmarks (B11)

The goal of this track is to compare matchers which require a user interaction. It aims at

showing if a user interaction can improve the matching results and how many interactions

are necessary. This track does not provide its own benchmark data set, but it uses data sets

from other OAEI tracks: anatomy, conference, large biomedical ontologies and disease and

phenotype tracks. Its novelty consists in simulating an interactive matching, as described

by [18].

Interactive matching is implemented via an oracle (based on a reference alignment) to

which matchers can present a correspondence and the oracle tells whether the correspondence

is correct or not. In order to simulate the possibility of user’s errors by the oracle, there is

an option to set an error probability where 0.0 means a perfect oracle.

2.2.8 Process Model Matching Benchmark (B12)

The goal of this track is to evaluate matchers on a specific task of matching process mod-

els. The benchmark contains nine process models representing the application process for

a master program of German universities and reference alignments for all pairs of mod-

els. Originally, this benchmark has been introduced within the Process Model Matching

Campaign 2015 introduced by [4].

Since process models were transformed from their original representation into a set of

assertions (ABox) using the common ontology (TBox), the matching task is an instance

matching task where a set of ABoxes share the same TBox. On contrary to ontologies, process

models contain labels with verb-object phrases, e.g., sending acceptance, and a complex

sequence of activities instead of a type hierarchy.
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2.2.9 Instance Matching Benchmarks (B13)

In 2016 this track consisted of three benchmarks aiming at instance matching. The goal of

the SABINE benchmark was to match instances of the class “Topic” where one ontology

contains topics in English and another ontology contains topics in Italian. Additional task

targets at discovering DBpedia entity best corresponding to each topic from the first ontology.

Within the SYNTHETIC benchmark matchers should recognize when two instances, from

two ontologies, describe the same instance (from domain of universities and creative works).

This benchmark is generated synthetically. Finally, the DOREMUS benchmark contains

two data sets coming from two French cultural institutions sharing one single ontology: the

French national library and the Philharmonie de Paris. For the instance matching evaluation

there are three modalities corresponding to different size of data sets and different degree of

heterogeneity.

2.2.10 Ontology Alignment for Query Answering Benchmark (B14)

In 2014 and 2015 this benchmark, introduced in [17], targeted at an ontology based data

access scenario where multiple ontologies can exist and it evaluates an ability of alignments to

enable query answering. The benchmark consists of synthetic ABoxes for the ontologies from

the OntoFarm collection. The scenario considers the situation (originally from the Optique

project as described by [28]) where one ontology provides the vocabulary for formulating the

queries and the second ontology is linked to the data and it is not visible to the users. The

alignment enabling the integration represents one of the possible solutions.

Additionally, this benchmark aims at investigating the effects of violations of three differ-

ent kinds of principles affecting the generated alignments as introducted by [44]: consistency

principle means that the alignment should not lead to unsatisfiable classes in the integrated

ontology, locality principle means that the correspondences should interconnect entities that

have similar neighborhoods and conservativity principle means that the alignment should not
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introduce alterations in the classification of the input ontologies. Since 2016 this evaluation

(except the locality principle) have become the part of the conference track of OAEI.

2.2.11 Other Benchmarks Used Within OAEI

Besides these ten suites of benchmarks from OAEI 2016 or 2015 there are also further bench-

marks which were employed within older OAEI editions. I made their complete list available

in the online table at https://goo.gl/mdUxHY. In all, there was 20 different matching tasks

within the whole history of OAEI from 2004 till 2017, i.e., 15 editions including 2011.5 edi-

tion. The top seven tracks according to their frequency in editions of OAEI are as follows:

14 times systematic benchmarks4 and the anatomy track, 13 times the conference track,

nine times instance matching track, and seven times MultiFarm, large biomedical track and

directory track. In early OAEI editions there were many tracks dealing with thesauri map-

ping such as the directory track aiming at mapping web directories such as Google, Yahoo

or Looksmart; this TaxME benchmark is presented in [78]. Further, there were thesauri

mapping tasks related to different domains such as food, environment, library and fisheries.

All of them also aimed at multilinguality.

Since 2009 OAEI started with instance matching tracks. The main instance matching

track was evolving since its inception in 2009. In 2009 authors in [24] introduced the ISLab in-

stance matching benchmark. This benchmark5 aimed at instance matching task and similarly

as the benchmark track it was automatically generated using one data source being modified

according to various criteria. It contained one small ontology and data about movies which

were extracted from the IMDb web page.6 The modifications applied on data were of three

main categories: value transformations aimed at values changing in datatype properties.

Structural transformations dealed with property values deletion, swapping datatype prop-

erty to object property or separation one property value into more property values. Finally,

4This track was missing in the OAEI 2017.
5http://islab.di.unimi.it/content/iimb2009/
6http://www.imdb.com/
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Table 2.3: Characteristics of Alignment Benchmarks Part II. Language construct combinations:

specific ones (a), most of all (b), all (c). Entity types: TBox (d), ABox (e) or other specific

(f) entity types. Size: small (g), moderate (h) or large (i). Language complexity: lightweight

(j), moderate (k) or very expressive (l). SW technology: RDF (m), OWL (n) or SPARQL (o).

Characteristics are described in Section 1.1.1. Source: Author.
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there were logical transformations focusing on different instantiation of individuals referring

to the same entity. This benchmark was involved in four consecutive OAEI editions starting

in 2009. In 2010 the approach has been enhanced by using a collection of OWL ontologies

and by taking a real-world data from the linked data cloud (the Freebase) on input applying

the SWING (Semantic Web INstance Generation) approach as described in [25]. Besides

this main track there were or still are further instance matching tracks such as very large

crosslingual track targeted at large thesauri instance mapping and process model matching

described in Section 2.2.8. In 2017 there was a new track, HOBBIT Link Discovery, dealing

with instance matching specifically in a spatial domain.

We can conclude that the ontology alignment benchmarks are very matured and they

correspond to specified ontology benchmarks requirements in Section 1.2. Table 2.2 and 2.3

indicate major activity characteristics for benchmarks (for OAEI 2016 and some for OAEI

2015) which could also be used for benchmarking of other activities (minor ones) despite its

original focus on just matching. In this case I also state that those alignment benchmarks

could be used for benchmarking editing, importing, exporting, displaying and inferencing

activities for ontology tools. According to the stated activity characteristics the benchmarks

are often indistinguishable, therefore I added a specific feature for each ontology alignment

benchmark into the tables. In the case of B14 it could also be used for benchmarking

querying. Since its range of language construct combinations and complexity in provided

SPARQL queries is very limited, it is described as specific with regard to the language

construct combinations and lightweight with regard to the complexity in Table 2.3.

2.3 Ontology Reasoning Tool Benchmarks (OB3) and

SPARQL Benchmarks (OB5)

There are many traditional ontology benchmarks partly dealing with reasoning. One of such

benchmarks, for reasoning, storage and querying, has been the Lehigh University Benchmark
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(LUBM), B15, presented in [32]. It consists of an ontology for the university domain. LUBM

allows to generate synthetic data sets scalable to an arbitrary size. Further, it contains 14

queries capturing various properties and several performance metrics, e.g., a load time,

a query response time. Authors in [32] evaluated four OWL repositories (memory-based

Sesame, OWLJessKB, database-based Sesame and DLDB-OWL). This benchmark does not

aim at complex description logic reasoning.

While LUBM targets at evaluating the performance of OWL repositories regarding exten-

sional queries over a large data set committing to a single realistic ontology, it does not aim

at evaluating OWL repositories with respect to a certain given domain. To overcome this

limitation authors in [74] suggested a new approach where synthetic data sets can be gener-

ated for any ontology. This generation is based on a probabilistic model which can generate

synthetic data with similar properties as a representative data of a sample on input. This

approach has been realized in a new benchmark the Lehigh BibTeX Benchmark (LBBM),

B16, which was used for the same four OWL repositories as originally with LUBM. The

different results showed the influence of ontology and data on performance of OWL repos-

itories. Hence, it concludes that it is always needed to use a representative benchmark for

the intended use case of OWL repository.

In 2006 Ma et al. proposed in [52] the University Ontology Benchmark (UOBM), B17,

which extends LUBM in terms of inference and scalability issues. Original LUBM consists

only a limited number of different kinds of OWL constructs (subset of OWL Lite) and is

limited to its ability of measuring scalability of OWL repositories due to producing rather

multiple isolated and small graphs instead of one hugely linked graph. UOBM contains OWL

constructs of both OWL Lite and OWL DL profiles and the data generator also contains a

property ensuring effective instance links generation to make synthesized benchmarks more

realistic.

The above-mentioned benchmarks are closely related to SPARQL benchmarks where

instead of an ontology there is rather a general logical schema. There are many famous
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SPARQL benchmarks such as the Berlin SPARQL benchmark in [7] focusing on centralized

querying. This benchmark is centered around an e-commerce use case where a set of products

is offered by various vendors and different consumers have posted reviews about products.

The benchmark defines an abstract data model for the use case along with two concrete

representations: an RDF representation and a relational representation. The data about

products are synthetically generated by the benchmark data generator according to some

production rules.

Other benchmarks focus on a federated querying. First approach which considers feder-

ation at data level and does provide benchmarks consisting of multiple interlinked data sets

is FedBench presented in [62]. FedBench contains real data sets (e.g., subset of DBpedia,

NY Times, Drugbank) from the Linked Data cloud, multiple query sets and a comprehensive

evaluation framework. The evaluation framework is a configurable Java benchmark driver

and enables users to evaluate different scenarios. While this benchmark is customizable

with regard to various use cases, it lacks scalability regarding the Linked Open cloud due

to a few number of selected data sets and queries. In 2012 authors in [30] introduced a

methodology for composing federated queries covering different characteristics and a toolkit

for an automatic federated query generation, SPLODGE. The methodology first enables to

characterize SPARQL queries to be generated using three sets of query characteristics: the

query algebra (e.g., query type such as SELECT, CONSTRUCT), the query structure (e.g.,

different variable patterns) and the query cardinality (e.g., number of data sources involved

in query answering).

Typical performance measures of SPARQL benchmarks are related to a processing time

of queries such as queries per second or overall runtime.

Other benchmarks aim at evaluating the performance of just reasoners mostly measuring

their overall reasoning time, number of correct results and number of errors. Authors in [58]

aimed at reasoners using real-world OWL ontologies, B18. Based on the description of the

benchmark in [58] I could not estimate what is the size of ontologies (authors wrote about
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a varying size). While Pan [58] focused on reasoning with whole ontologies, Bail et al. [5]

presented a new approach, JustBench, focusing on a fine-grained benchmarking of how the

reasoners and ontologies interact. JustBench, B19, is based on justifications for entailments

of OWL ontologies. Thus, instead of evaluating the whole ontology individual justifications

are evaluated for correctness and reasoner performance. This approach enables to design

transparent analytic micro-benchmarks.

Further reasoning benchmarks merely focus on ABox reasoning. Authors in [76] dis-

cussed such benchmarks and suggested several new ones to support missing features. These

benchmarks are out of the scope of this thesis.

There are also some approaches merely dealing with a benchmarking of description logic

systems, e.g., [22] and [41] from 1998. While these approaches are not applicable for ontology

benchmarking out-of-the-box, they can serve as a basis for some other ontology reasoning

benchmarks.

To a certain extent RDF test cases [31] and OWL test cases [11] include reasoning

benchmarking.

Since 2012 reasoners benchmarking have been shielded by an annual workshop OWL

Reasoner Evaluation Workshop (ORE), B20. According to [59] in 2015 a data set used within

this workshop contained 1920 ontologies sampled from three repositories: the BioPortal,7

the Oxford Ontology Library,8 and MOWLCorp [53] which is a corpus based on the 2014

snapshot of the web. The data set only contains ontologies having more than 50 axioms

and the ontologies are approximated into OWL 2 DL profile. The data set is divided into

several groups according to benchmarked reasoning tasks such as classification, consistency

checking or instantiation.

The characterization of six reasoning benchmarks is depicted in Table 2.4. Although

all of them are mostly focused on inferencing (and first three also on querying), they could

7http://bioportal.bioontology.org/
8http://www.cs.ox.ac.uk/isg/ontologies/
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Table 2.4: Characteristics of SPARQL and Reasoning Benchmarks. Source: Author.
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also be used for benchmarking editing, importing, exporting and displaying. The above-

mentioned benchmarks include non-trivial concept expressions (corresponding well with rea-

soning benchmark requirement from Section 1.2) of different complexity.

2.4 Visualization Benchmarks (OB4)

In 2014 authors in [33] and [34] introduced a visualization benchmark, OntoViBe and On-

toViBe2, B21, covering a wide variety of OWL 2 language constructs in order to enable

the testing of ontology visualizations. This benchmark contains one ontology which has

been designed to include a comprehensive set of OWL 2 language constructs and their sys-

tematic combinations. The ontology in the second version of the benchmark, OntoViBe

2, extends the first version by individuals, anonymous classes, annotations and different

combinations of cardinality restrictions. On contrary to most other benchmarks, OntoViBe

does not aim at the scalability, performance or efficiency issues, i.e., the number of entities

in ontology (as one visualization benchmark requirement), but rather it aims at different

supported features of tested systems and thus various combinations of language constructs

(which is another visualization benchmark requirement). Regarding activities, covered by

this benchmark, the main benchmarking activity is displaying where it has the following

characterization c|de|g|k|n, i.e., language construct combinations(all), entity types(TBox,

ABox), size(small), language complexity(moderate) and SW technology(OWL). It can also

be used for benchmarking of editing, importing and exporting activities.

While OntoViBe provides the static ontology for benchmarking displaying, OntoBench

presented in [50] enables user to generate OWL benchmark ontologies. Similarly to OntoViBe

it also focuses on the OWL language construct coverage and concept combinations. A

user can decide which OWL constructs should be included within a synthetic ontology.

However, there are not any count-based ontology metrics metadata, e.g., number of leaves,

maximal depth of the taxonomy, etc. There is also not any random feature in the OntoBench
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generator since for one combination of OWL constructs OntoBench always generates just

one ontology. Although this could be useful when a user needs one ontology covering all

combinations of concepts using a given set of OWL language constructs, it is rather clumsy in

a situation where a user needs to get more ontologies with more or less variance. OntoBench

is implemented as a web application and has already been validated in a specific case of

visualization, where all OWL language constructs must be displayed properly. Synthetic

ontologies by OntoBench do not reflect any specific domain of discourse and their naming is

done in a way that is a self-explanatory (e.g., instance named as ’AllDifferent Individual1’)

and as a consequence they are not meaningful for any real domain.

2.5 Ontology Benchmarks in Numbers

In theory there are 243 different combinations of benchmark characteristics. Table 2.5 reflect

numbers of combinations for each activity benchmarks covered. There are distinguished

major and minor activities. For each of them I counted number of all combinations (Comb.),

number of unique combinations (Unique) and the ratio (or coverage) as a number of unique

combinations to a number of all possible different combinations (Ratio). We can see that

regarding major activities the inferencing activity has the highest ratio of unique different

characteristic combinations; the ratio is equal to 0.17. The editing has not a coverage (the

ratio is equal to zero) by any benchmark as a major activity. Regarding the coverage of

minor activities, we can see that the editing and the displaying activities have the highest

coverage of unique different characteristic combinations; the ratio is equal to 0.21. On

contrary, the matching activity has not a coverage by any benchmark as minor at all. We

can explain this by the fact that while the editing and the displaying are less demanding

activities with regard to a preparation of benchmark, the matching activity requires not

only ontologies featuring different characteristics but also a common domain of interest and

ideally a reference alignment. From this perspective it is close to the querying activity
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Table 2.5: Numbers of characteristic combinations in benchmarks for activities. Comb. means

number of all combinations. Unique means number of all unique combinations and Ratio (coverage)

means ratio of a number of unique combinations to a number of all possible different combinations.

The highest ratios are in bold. The lowest ratios are in italic. Source: Author.

Major Minor Major+Minor

Activity Comb. Unique Ratio Comb. Unique Ratio Comb. Unique Ratio

Editing 0 0 0 77 50 0.21 77 50 0.21

Importing 8 6 0.03 69 46 0.19 77 50 0.21

Exporting 6 4 0.02 69 46 0.19 75 50 0.21

Displaying 2 2 0.01 75 50 0.21 77 50 0.21

Inferencing 48 42 0.17 27 18 0.07 75 50 0.21

Matching 23 14 0.06 0 0 0 23 14 0.06

Querying 18 18 0.07 4 4 0.02 22 18 0.07

which requires another particularity: SPARQL queries. In all, the highest coverage of 0.21,

corresponding to 50 different characteristic combinations, shows that there are many different

characteristic combinations not covered by current benchmarks at all. It could be interesting

to figure out whether some of those missing combinations are worth of considering during

future preparation of new ontology benchmarks.

Table 2.6 shows numbers of benchmarks having certain characteristics. Thus, there can

be maximally the number 21 corresponding to the number of all considered benchmarks.

Benchmarks are divided according to their major and minor activities (major activities are

in all capital letters). As we already mentioned, characteristic (f), which means specific

for entity type, was not used however this was left there for some use in future, e.g., con-

sidering mappings as elements (e.g., instead of ontology classes) of benchmarking corpus.9

9I further omitted the option “unknown” which I used once with regard to the benchmark B18 for the

size characterization.
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Regarding the highest numbers within each characteristic group (such as language construct

combinations, entity types etc.) and activity we can see that the most common for language

construct combinations is most of all option except for querying where the most common is

specific one option and except for major exporting, importing and displaying activities where

the most common is the option all language combinations. This corresponds to specifically

tailored benchmarks where all language combinations are present. In the case of entity types,

the most common characteristic is TBox. While for all minor activities benchmarks rather

feature moderate size ontologies, for major activities benchmarks most commonly have small

ontologies except for matching where the most common is a moderate size. For the com-

plexity, minor activities covered by benchmarks are mostly moderate. For major activities

exporting, importing, inferencing, querying benchmarks are mostly of a lightweight com-

plexity and for major activities displaying, matching benchmarks are mostly of a moderate

complexity. Finally, the most common SW technology covered by benchmarks is naturally

OWL except for the major exporting activity where the most common is RDF.

2.6 Ontology Benchmark Recommender

Ontology benchmark recommendation is a specific field where no (or very limited) data for

previous recommendations is available. Therefore, for constructing benchmark recommen-

dation system I use a rule-based system where the rules come from my expertise.

The Ontology Benchmark Recommeder (OBR),10 Figure 2.1, is built as a knowledge

base (KB) for the NEST expert system shell introduced by [6]. OBR is a web application

which communicates with the NEST web service by sending the knowledge base and answers

from an end-user and receiving results. NEST covers the functionality of non-compositional

(Prolog-like) expert systems, traditional compositional rule-based expert systems (with un-

10The recommender is available at http://owl.vse.cz/OBR/ and the knowledge base is available at

http://owl.vse.cz/KBforOBR/kb.xml.
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Table 2.6: Numbers of characteristics of benchmarks. Major activities are in all capital letters.

Minor activities have all letters in lowercase but the first one. The highest numbers for each

characteristic type and activity are in bold. Source: Author.
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Figure 2.1: Ontology Benchmark Recommender. Source: Author.

certainty handling), and case-based reasoning systems. Representation of an uncertainty is

realized in a standard range between -1 (certain FALSE) and +1 (certain TRUE) where 0

means irrelevant which have no effect on reasoning. For processing uncertainty NEST em-

ploys the algebraic theory of [35] and combination of backward and forward chaining. NEST

offers the following building blocks to represent domain (task-specific) knowledge:

• Attributes and propositions. Characteristics of the consulted case are described using

attributes. They have values from which propositions are derived. NEST employs four

types of attributes: binary having just one corresponding proposition, single nominal

having more than one proposition, multiple nominal having more than one proposion

where any of them can be selected, and numeric having a number on input.

• Rules have a condition and conclusion where condition can have a disjunction of lit-

eral (as ‘attribute-value pair’) conjunctions and conclusion can have a list of literals.

NEST employs three types of rules. In the case of compositional rule, its conclusion

is bound to a weight. The weight captures the degree of uncertainty of the conclusion

if the condition is certain. In order to assess the final weight of a proposition in the
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conclusion, all contributions of rules with this proposition in their conclusions must be

combined. A compositional rule without condition is an apriori rule. Finally, there is

a logical rule which is a non-compositional rule, i.e., without weights.

• Contexts are literals for determining that a rule can be applied. Contexts enable us to

gather semantically related rules into semantically related parts of KB.

In order to support users I built the knowledge base (KB) for recommendation of ontology

benchmark given users’ preferences. The KB is automatically generated from tables depicting

major and minor activities along with the characteristics of the benchmarks above. The

whole code of the program in Scala for generating of KB is available at GitHub.11 In

all positive rules for inferencing benchmark recommendation I used as context (with 0.0

threshold) the activity for the benchmark:

activity : IF characteristic THEN benchmark [ weight ]

The setting of weights for rules is done using four meta-rules:

• using weight 0.7 if this is the characteristic of the benchmark in its major activity, e.g.,

CTXMatching : IF Size(h) THEN B10 [0.7]

• using weight 0.3 if this is the characteristic of the benchmark in its minor activity, e.g.,

CTXDisplaying : IF EntityTypes(d) THEN B9 [0.3]

• using weight -0.5 if this is not the characteristic of the benchmark in its major activity,

e.g., CTXInferencing : IF LanguageComplexity(a) THEN B18 [-0.5]

• using weight -0.25 if this is not the characteristic of the benchmark in its minor activity,

e.g., CTXImporting : IF EntityTypes(e) THEN B8 [-0.25]

11https://github.com/OndrejZamazal/KBGeneration/blob/master/GenerateKB.scala
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Further, I generated negative logical rules (without context) with the threshold of 0.8 for

benchmarks which do not support certain activity at all, e.g., IF matching THEN not B15.

These rules are fired when given activity is very important for benchmarking, i.e., the weight

of antecedent must be over 0.8.12 The main advantage of such an automatic generation of

KB is that this generation is easily tuned via meta-rules and easily reproducible via changed

input tables.

In all, our KB contains seven attributes, 44 propositions, eight contexts, 1755 composi-

tional rules with contexts (where 186 are positive rules for major activities, 249 are negative

rules for major activities, 551 are positive rules for minor activities, 769 are negative rules for

minor activities) and 51 negative logical rules. Five attributes (’Language Construct Com-

binations’, ’Entity Types’, ’Size’, ’Language Complexity’ and ’SW Technology’) and their

15 propositions correspond to the characteristics as stated in Section 1.1.1. Next attribute

(’Activity’) and its eight propositions correspond to eight activities. Finally, one attribute

(’Benchmark’) corresponds to the set of 21 benchmarks. All attributes are multiple nominal

which means that a user can select any number of propositions from corresponding attribute

and set their weights, e.g., the size attribute has the following values (propositions): small,

moderate or large.

2.6.1 Recommender Usage Example

In order to demostrate the recommender usage I include the example where a user needs to

benchmark displaying while the most preferable is most language combinations option but

having all of them is also a good option. Further, it should certainly be targeted at OWL

with TBox having moderate or small size and moderate complexity. Lightweight ontologies

are not preferred. Technically, the consultation consisted in answering the above-mentioned

question with Likert-scale answers [49] (represented by numbers from interval -1;1 where 1/-

12All weights are set up based on my experimentation with trial consultations. However, further tuning

would need to employ a validation which is left for future research.
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1 means “Certainly yes”/“Certainly not”, 0.33/-0.33 means “perhaps yes”/“perhaps not”

and 0.66/-0.66 means “probably yes”/“probably not”) as follows: Activity(Displaying: 1);

LanguageElementCombinations(most: 1, all: 0.66); EntityTypes(TBox: 1, ABox: -1, spe-

cific: -1); size(moderate: 1, large: 0.33, small: 0.66); LanguageComplexity(lightweight: -1,

moderate: 1, very expressive: 0.66); SWTechnology(OWL: 1, RDF: -1, SPARQL: -1). All

other not mentioned propositions are irrelevant for inferencing, i.e., with weight 0. The rec-

ommendation (with weight 0.964), B21, can be considered as appropriate. The second most

recommended benchmark is B20 (with weight 0.955) which nicely fits to the preferences of

user and then B11 (with weight 0.909). Both, B20 and B11, actually comprise many diverse

ontologies. B7 is recommended with weight 0.813 on the fourth position.

Let us consider one more consultation where a user needs to benchmark querying with

preference of most or all language construct combinations. It should certainly be aimed

at OWL with moderate or large TBox and lightweight complexity. In particular, this con-

sultation contains the following answers: Activity(Querying: 1); LanguageElementCombi-

nations(most: 1.0, all: 0.66; specific: -1); EntityTypes(TBox: 1, ABox: -1, specific: -1);

size(moderate: 1.0, large: 0.66, small: -1); LanguageComplexity(lightweight: 1); SWTech-

nology(OWL: 1, RDF: -1, SPARQL: -1). The recommendation (with weight 0.977) is B15

and B17. Although they are not perfect matches, they can be considered as appropri-

ate. While B15 has only not-preferred specific language construct combinations instead of

preferred most of all combinations, B17 has a moderate complexity instead of preferred

lightweight one. The third most recommended benchmark is B16 with weight 0.675. While

the user preferred not small ontologies but moderate size of ontologies, B16 has small ontolo-

gies. Additionally, it also has not-preferred specific language construct combinations. B14

is recommended with weight 0.571 on the fourth position.13

13These and one more example consultations are available at the OBR web page.
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Figure 2.2: Ontology Tool Benchmark Construction and Particular Benchmarks. Source: Author.

2.7 Chapter Summary

This chapter provides the overview and the categorization of the semantic web benchmarks

where an ontology plays an important role (ontology authoring, ontology alignment, ontology

reasoning, ontology quering and ontology visualization). It is based on the semantic web

ontology tool categorization introduced in Section 1.1.1. Although, there are many existing

ontology benchmarks available, there has not been any available summary of them so far.

This chapter can work as a navigator of a user to an adequate ontology benchmark.

We can categorize presented benchmarks according to the approach used for its construc-

tion as stated in Section 1.3 (the manual approach, the automatic by synthesizing ontologies

approach, the automatic by searching for ontologies approach). The highest number of

benchmarks are manually constructed. The benchmark B5 is generated using synthetic on-

tologies where one seed ontology is altered in different ways. The benchmarks B16 and B17

also have synthetic feature but this is applied on a generation of ABox data sets. Finally, the

benchmark B20 is automatically constructed using ontology search as depicted in Figure 2.2.
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According to the comparison between typical characteristics of Ontology Tool Categories

(summarized in Table 1.2) and ontology benchmarks (Tables 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4) we can

conclude that the ontology benchmarks available for ontology authoring tools (B1..B4) only

contain small artifacts and a refactoring activity is not covered at all. The ontology bench-

marks for SPARQL querying (B15..B17) miss very expressive ontologies and all language

construct combinations for querying activity. The ontology benchmarks for ontology reason-

ing tools (B18..B20) do not feature all language construct combinations. Next, the ontology

benchmark for ontology visualization only contains rather small ontologies and do not fea-

ture RDF. Finally, the ontology benchmarks for ontology alignment can be considered as

the most matured since they cover all typical characteristics of its field.

Moreover, I designed the rule-based system for recommendation of a suitable bench-

mark. The benchmark recommendation is a specific field where no (or very limited) data

for previous recommendations is available. Hence, for building benchmark recommendation

system I decided to use a rule-based system where the rules come from my expertise. The

recommender is flexible in its knowledge base generation based on meta-rules and depicted

information about ontology benchmarks described in this chapter. While the meta-rules can

be considered as a certain approximation (they can be further tuned), it enables a rapid

knowledge base generation. Further, the flexibility of the knowledge base generation is also

related to possible extensions of the recommender by simply providing more ontology bench-

marks and their characteristics into input table. In future the recommender could gather

feedback from users of the recommender and this data could be used for more appropriate

KB construction.

It should be noted that the recommendation is based on activities and their character-

istics instead of some predefined ontology benchmark category. While the categorization of

ontology benchmarks is useful for a primary navigation within the ontology benchmarks I

think that the recommendation merely based on this could omit some suitable benchmarks,

e.g., if ontology tool designer needs to benchmark displaying, s(h)e can use not only bench-
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marks for ontology visualization tools but also other benchmarks which support this activity

to the required level.

Since our approach recommends an ontology benchmark based on required benchmarked

activities, there could be an obvious extension in terms of a recommendation of ontology

benchmark to given ontology tool category. To a certain extent, this can be already done

using current recommender by applying the activities and their characteristics for given

ontology tool category from Table 1.2. However, since Table 1.2 only contains typical

characteristics of ontology tool categories, which are necessarily simplified, I consider us-

ing particular required activities and characteristics for given benchmarking need as more

appropriate approach for making an ontology benchmark recommendation.



Chapter 3

OntoFarm: Manually Constructed

Ontology Benchmark

This chapter provides details about the OntoFarm collection. The collection has been made

manually on contrary to an automatic support for construction of benchmarking corpora

which will be presented in Chapter 4.

The OntoFarm benchmark was introduced by Šváb et al. in 2005 in poster paper [67]. It

contains a benchmark of heterogeneously structured ontologies describing the same domain of

conference organization. Since 2006 it has been repeatedly used for benchmarking purposes

within the OAEI ’conference’ track, but also in several other projects. This chapter provides

and overview of the benchmark and summary of its requirements, its history, its usage

in projects and results of users survey. This chapter includes my updated journal article

published in Journal of Web Semantics in 2017 [84].1 I am the main author of the paper

while my co-author, Vojtěch Svátek, iteratively provided me feedback to the content and

edited the language.

1According to the permissions granted by the Elsevier publisher authors can include their articles in full

or in part in a thesis or dissertation for non-commercial purposes as stated at https://www.elsevier.com/

about/our-business/policies/copyright/personal-use

57
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3.1 Requirements and Their Implementation

In 2005 due to the lack of experimentation ontologies we decided on several requirements for

a benchmark of OWL ontologies suitable for experimentation with ontology tools:

• Richness in OWL constructs. OWL language provides to use various types of logical

constructs for designing ontologies. In order to enable experimentation with ontology

matchers focusing on different types of logical language constructs, it is important

to include ontologies rich in this aspect. Obviously, this requirement is also relevant

for experimentation with other types of ontology tools, e.g., reasoners and ontology

visualization tools.

• Sharing of the same, comprehensible domain. In order to enable experimentation with

ontology matchers, the ontologies must share the same domain (this requirement is

specific to ontology matching). Moreover, it is important for the domain to be com-

prehensible since this boosts a fluent adoption by the community of ontology tool de-

velopers and researchers. Comprehensibility is a common requirement for experimen-

tation benchmarks regardless the type of ontology tool (matcher, reasoner, visualizer

or other).

• Grounding in reality. Connection to the reality further contributes to usefulness of an

ontology benchmark. Due to this grounding on the one hand the ontology users can

better understand the ontologies and on the other hand the ontology tools could exploit

the data sources associated with the conceptualizations upon which the ontologies have

been built. This requirement is also common for experimentation with many different

types of ontology tools.

• Natural presence of structural heterogeneity. Structurally heterogeneous ontologies is

the key challenge for ontology matching. In order to address this challenge it is required

to naturally involve heterogeneity in the ontologies from the benchmark.
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The OntoFarm benchmark reflects these requirements as follows:

• Richness in OWL constructs has been promoted by having the ontologies developed

by people with at least minimal training in OWL (graduate students or researchers

familiar with this field), including its more advanced TBox structures (going at least

beyond RDFS).

• As shared and comprehensible domain we chose ‘conference organization’, as it is a

familiar domain for all academic people. Moreover, this domain also shares some

aspects with business activities, e.g., access restrictions to personal or sensitive data

(such as reviews), hard vs. soft constraints, temporal dependencies among events,

evolution of the meaning of concepts in time etc.

• OntoFarm ontologies have been grounded in reality by building each ontology upon one

a real-world resource belonging to one of three different types: conference organization

tool, web page of a conference, or personal experience from organizing a conference.

• OntoFarm ontologies naturally feature heterogeneity thanks to their abovementioned

grounding on different real-world resources and their development by different people

who did not have concrete guidelines and did not discuss among themselves.

We believe (and the survey results from Section 3.5 partly confirm it) that it was the

fulfillment of these requirements that has led to solid uptake of OntoFarm by experimenters,

despite its relatively tiny size and other limitations mentioned later.

3.2 History and Involvement in OAEI

Here I present a rough timeline of the OntoFarm versions and their use in OAEI.

• In November 2005 the nucleus of OntoFarm comprising 4 ontologies has been presented

within an ISWC 2005 poster paper [67]. Its main goal has been to provide a solid ma-

terial for ontology experimentation according to the proposed requirements presented
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in Section 3.1. A simple demo application for ontology similarity computation has

been presented along with the collection itself.

• In November 2006 OntoFarm, already featuring ten ontologies, has been adopted by

OAEI as one of its benchmarks.

• In October 2008 the first 10 (pairwise) reference alignments for five ontologies (cmt,

confOf, ekaw, iasted, sigkdd) were created.

• In July 2009 the mutual alignments were built among all pairs of selected seven on-

tologies (i.e., 21 alignments).

• In November 2011 the reference alignment was extended with further correspondences

and the conflicting ones were resolved.

• In 2011 OntoFarm has been selected as the basis for generating a multilingual (eight-

language) benchmark for ontology matching, called MultiFarm. MultiFarm is described

in Section 2.2.6.

• In August 2015 we prepared a variant of reference alignment that is not only free of

inconsistencies but also free of violation of the conservativity principle (see Section 3.3.2

for more detail).

• In February 2018 we started to work on complex reference alignment. This was suc-

cessfully finished in May 2018. Now, it is a part of a new track in OAEI 2018 named

as Complex track2 as described in [69].

The OntoFarm ontologies as well as reference alignments are characterized in Section 3.3.

2http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/2018/complex/index.html
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Figure 3.1: OntoFarm ontologies distribution according to DL constructs. D=Use of datatype

properties, data values or data types. E=Full existential qualification. F=Functional prop-

erties. AL=Attributive language. C=Complex concept negation. N=Cardinality restric-

tions. O=Nominals (enumerated classes of object value restrictions - owl:oneOf, owl:hasValue).

H=Role hierarchy (subproperties - rdfs:subPropertyOf). I=Inverse properties. U=Concept union.

Q=Qualified cardinality restrictions. S=Attributive Language with Complements and transitive

roles. R=Complex role inclusion. Source: [84].

3.3 Collection Overview

3.3.1 OntoFarm Ontologies

The OntoFarm benchmark contains 16 ontologies, which are small (tens to hundreds of

axioms) but relatively rich in different language primitives. Figure 3.13 shows the number of

OntoFarm ontologies employing a certain Description Logic (DL) construct, to give a rough

idea on their expressiveness scope.

The list of all ontologies along with their basic metrics with selected details about en-

3The figure is automatically generated by my tool OOSP described in Chapter 4.
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Table 3.1: Basic metrics for OntoFarm and selected details about entailments where inferred sub-

classof axioms do not include asserted ones; there is a number of inferred axioms without owl:Thing

in a superclass position in brackets. The highest numbers are in bold. Different grounding in reality

of ontologies is depicted by specific font used for an ontology name: ontologies based on personal

experience from organizing a conference are in bold, ontologies based on the web of a conference

are in italic, other ontologies are based on conference organization tool. Source: [84].

ontology #classes #data properties #object properties #individuals classification time #inferred subclassof

cmt 30 10 49 0 210 11 (4)

cocus 55 0 34 0 110 14 (8)

conference 60 18 46 0 27 11 (0)

confious 57 5 51 17 50 8 (0)

confOf 39 23 13 0 9 5 (0)

crs dr 14 2 15 0 2 4 (0)

edas 104 20 30 114 20 19 (4)

ekaw 74 0 33 0 10 6 (0)

iasted 141 3 38 4 4414 11 (3)

linklings 37 14 29 5 31 17 (6)

micro 32 9 17 4 10 3 (0)

myreview 39 17 49 2 23 5 (0)

openconf 62 21 24 7 27 16 (14)

paperdyne 46 20 58 0 19 6 (2)

pcs 24 14 24 0 4 6 (0)

sigkdd 50 11 17 0 7 8 (1)

mean 54 12 33 10 311 9 (3)
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tailments are provided in Table 3.1. Classification time is generally very short (311 ms on

average). The number of inferred and not asserted subclassof axioms is generally low rang-

ing from 3 to 19. On average there are only three inferred subclassof axioms per ontology

which do not have owl:Thing in superclass position. These can be considered as non-trivial

entailments which are typically justified with a mutual interplay of class and/or property

definitions.

According to the grounding of the OntoFarm ontologies in reality (for three different

real-world resources see Section 3.1 and Table 3.1) we can point out some qualitative char-

acteristics. Ontologies which are based on conference organization tools tend to be more

technical (e.g., Conference setup in confious, Setup Phase in paperdyne). On contrary, on-

tologies based on a conference web usually put more emphasis on the payment aspect (e.g.,

Fee and its subclasses Registration fee and Sponzor fee in sigkdd, Money and its subclasses

in iasted). Finally, ontologies based on personal experience tend to conceptualize submit-

ted contribution in detail (e.g., Submitted contribution and its four subclasses in conference,

Submitted Paper and its four subclasses in ekaw).

In order to further characterize OntoFarm by other aspects we selected a summary of

typical characteristics from the ontology metrics provided by the “Online Ontology Set

Picker” (OOSP) tool [80], see Table 3.2.4 All OntoFarm ontologies contain a certain number

of classes and object properties; a couple of them however do not have datatype properties,

and more than half of the ontologies (9) do not include instances.

Classes are typically structured into 4 layers, however there is, on the one side, also an

ontology having 7 layers, and, on the other side, an ontology only having 2 layers. There are

large differences in the number of leaf classes among the ontologies (the standard deviation

equals to 23). Although ontologies typically have many subclass axioms (78 on average, but

also with a high standard deviation of 55), multiple inheritance is infrequent: there are only

4A snapshot of the ontology collection along with its statistics is available at https://owl.vse.cz/

ontofarm/statistics/
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Table 3.2: Selected summary statistics for the OntoFarm benchmark. Source: [84].

metric #nonzero min mean standard deviation max

classes 16 14 54 31 141

object properties 16 13 33 14 58

datatype properties 14 0 12 8 23

instances 7 0 9.6 27 114

layers 16 2 4 1 7

top classes 16 4 9 5 20

leaf classes 16 11 40 23 103

subclasses 16 10 78 55 247

multiple inheritance 3 0 1 4 14

named domain 16 7 34 15 62

anonymous domain 13 0 4 3 11

named range 16 12 27 12 49

anonymous range 10 0 3 3 10

3 ontologies exhibiting it (however, one of them has 14 cases of multiple inheritance).

While using named classes as domain/range definition is typical for the OntoFarm on-

tologies (on average they have 34/27 of them, respectively), anonymous classes are only

used infrequently for domain/range (on average 4/3, respectively) but still present in most

ontologies (in 13/10, respectively).

3.3.2 OntoFarm Reference Alignments

In the course of time, three sets of reference alignments, based on seven of the OntoFarm

ontologies, have gradually emerged. The original reference alignments from 2009, ra1, have

been built by three evaluators who evaluated matches independently and then discussed

the contradictory cases in order to arrive at consensus. The ontologies had been selected

according to their size and quality based on the judgement of the experts involved in refer-

ence alignments construction. In 2011 the original reference alignment has been extended

by computing a transitive closure and in order to obtain a coherent result, conflicting cor-
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Table 3.3: The list of reference alignments for the three variants (ra1, ra2 and rar2). There are

numbers of matches and ratios of classes and properties involved in matches from each ontology

(O1|O2) per reference alignment. The highest values are in bold. The lowest values are in bold

italic. Source: [84].

ra1 ra2 rar2

O1-O2 #matches #classes #prop. #matches #classes #prop. #matches #classes #prop.

Cmt-conference 15 .38|.20 .05|.05 17 .48|.22 .05|.05 17 .48|.22 .05|.05

Cmt-confof 16 .34|.26 .10|.17 14 .31|.24 .08|.14 13 .28|.21 .08|.14

Cmt-edas 13 .28|.08 .08|.10 15 .31|.09 .10|.12 15 .31|.09 .10|.12

Cmt-ekaw 11 .28|.11 .05|.09 13 .34|.14 .05|.09 12 .31|.12 .05|.09

Cmt-iasted 4 .14|.03 .00 |.00 4 .14|.03 .00 |.00 4 .14|.03 .00 |.00

Cmt-sigkdd 12 .34|.20 .03|.07 13 .38|.22 .03|.07 13 .38|.22 .03|.07

Conference-confof 15 .18|.29 .06|.11 16 .20|.32 .06|.11 13 .17|.26 .05|.08

Conference-edas 17 .23|.14 .05|.06 17 .23|.14 .05|.06 17 .23|.14 .05|.06

Conference-ekaw 25 .38|.32 .03|.06 26 .40|.33 .03|.06 22 .33|.27 .03|.06

Conference-iasted 14 .22|.09 .02|.02 14 .22|.09 .02|.02 12 .18|.08 .02|.02

Conference-sigkdd 15 .20|.24 .05|.11 17 .23|.29 .05|.11 16 .22|.27 .05|.11

Confof-edas 19 .37|.14 .14|.10 19 .39|.15 .11|.08 19 .39|.15 .11|.08

Confof-ekaw 20 .53|.26 .00 |.00 18 .47|.25 .00 |.00 17 .45|.23 .00 |.00

Confof-iasted 9 .24|.06 .00 |.00 10 .26|.07 .00 |.00 9 .24|.06 .00 |.00

Confof-sigkdd 7 .16|.12 .03|.04 7 .16|.12 .03|.04 7 .16|.12 .03|.04

Edas-ekaw 23 .18|.26 .08|.12 25 .20|.29 .08|.12 24 .19|.27 .08|.12

Edas-iasted 19 .18|.14 .00 |.00 17 .17|.12 .00 |.00 17 .17|.12 .00 |.00

Edas-sigkdd 15 .11 |.22 .08|.14 13 .09 |.18 .08|.14 13 .09 |.18 .08|.14

Ekaw-iasted 10 .14|.07 .00 |.00 13 .16|.09 .03|.02 13 .16|.09 .03|.02

Ekaw-sigkdd 11 .15|.22 .00 |.00 11 .15|.22 .00 |.00 10 .14|.20 .00 |.00

Iasted-sigkdd 15 .11 |.31 .00 |.00 16 .11|.33 .00 |.00 16 .11|.33 .00 |.00

mean 14.52 .24|.18 .04|.06 15.0 .26|.19 .04|.06 14.24 .24|.17 .04|.06

respondences, i.e., those causing unsatisfiability, were manually inspected and removed by

evaluators, whose work was eased with a reasoning-based tool [55]. The resulting refer-

ence alignments are labelled as ra2. In 2015, we detected violations of conservativity using

the approach by Solimando et al. [63] and resolved them by an evaluator. The resulting

reference alignments, featuring slightly higher correctness and completeness, are labelled as
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rar2. Whereas the old reference alignments (ra1 ) are available, the new reference alignments

remain closed to make the matching task more difficult.

Table 3.3 provides the numbers of matches and ratios of classes and properties involved

in matches from each ontology (O1|O2) per reference alignment. These numbers can possibly

serve as guidance for experimenters who only want to adopt a subset of the collection. The

number of matches ranges from 4 to 26. On average cmt has the lowest number of matches

as the smallest ontology and edas has the highest number of matches (except ra2 where

conference has the highest number). While the highest coverage of classes being matched

for one ontology is 53% of the confOf classes aligned with ekaw (ra1 ), the lowest coverage of

classes being matched for one ontology is 3% of the iasted classes aligned with cmt. Further,

confOf has the highest coverage of classes (31%) being matched in ra1 on average and iasted

has the lowest coverage of classes (8%).5 The best matchable ontology, on average, is ekaw

(28% of classes from other ontologies are matchable) and the worst matchable ontology is cmt

(15%). For ra2 and rar2 cmt has the highest coverage of classes (around 32%) being matched

on average and again iasted has the lowest coverage of classes (around 12%). For these two

reference alignment sets the best matchable ontology, on average, is conference (around 21%

of classes from other ontologies are matchable) and the worst matchable ontology is again

cmt (around 15%). Regarding properties while edas has the highest coverage of properties

and also it is the best matchable ontology in this respect (both around 8%), on average,

for all reference alignments, iasted has the lowest coverage of properties and it is the worst

matchable ontology in this respect (both around 0.7%).

In 2018, three ontologies from OntoFarm have been selected for a construction of a

consensual complex reference alignment. Three evaluators constructed complex reference

alignment individually and then there was an extensive discussion to arrive at the consensual

complex reference alignment where we proceeded according to the methodology described

5This part of the analysis is based on Table 3.3, however due to space the additional computations are

swapped to https://owl.vse.cz/ontofarm/ra.html
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in [71].

3.4 OntoFarm in Action

3.4.1 Collecting Papers Dealing with OntoFarm

For collecting items for the literature review I had to consider two specifics related to citing

the OntoFarm benchmark within research papers. First, some research papers directly cite

the OntoFarm ISWC poster paper from 2005 (Group 1). This poster paper is not indexed by

the Web of Science database,6 therefore I could not take advantage of its citation analysis.

Second, the OntoFarm benchmark is best known via its use for the conference track of OAEI.

As a consequence it is rather known as the conference dataset and research papers often cite

one of the OAEI summary papers (Group 2). Considering these two specifics for referencing

research papers, I used the Google Scholar service7 to collect papers from those two groups.

Further, I made these two groups disjoint in the sense that if some paper cited both the

OntoFarm and OAEI papers then it was only included into Group 1. After collecting the

referencing papers, I manually analyzed them to figure out whether they really deal with

ontologi/es from the OntoFarm benchmark or only cite the paper as relevant literature. Only

in the former case I counted it among the papers using OntoFarm or being about OntoFarm.

In the case of OAEI (Group 2) the chance that a paper referencing the OAEI summary paper

used ontologies from the OntoFarm benchmark was obviously much lower than in the case

of papers referencing the OntoFarm paper (Group 1).

In all, I collected 41 papers from Group 1 as papers using OntoFarm or being about

OntoFarm (I call it Group A) and, similarly, 41 papers from Group 2 (I call it Group B).

Groups A and B include workshop papers, conference papers, book chapters and journal

papers. In all, I gathered 82 relevant papers, out of which 6 contain the respective reference

6http://isiknowledge.com/
7https://scholar.google.com/ updated on 06-06-18.
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Figure 3.2: Collecting relevant papers for literature review. There are numbers of respective papers

in brackets. Source: Author.

as self-citation. It should be noted that many papers use OntoFarm although they cite

neither the ISWC 2005 poster paper nor any OAEI summary paper; they instead often refer

to the OntoFarm or conference track web page. Since such information is not indexed by

publication databases, I intentionally ignored these papers in the literature review. The

process of collecting relevant papers for literature review is depicted at Figure 3.2.

3.4.2 Literature Review

Table 3.4 presents the numbers of papers in each paper category.8 Surprisingly, there are

more conference papers than workshop papers. The distribution of papers according to paper

8All papers are listed in the OntoFarm web page.
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categories is indifferent for Group A and Group B.

From all 82 papers I identified five papers that refer, in a sense, to derivatives of Onto-

Farm. In 2012 a group of researchers (including us) established a multilingual dataset based

on OntoFarm, targeting multilingual ontology matching as presented by Meilicke et al. in

[54]. Within the international cooperation we translated the OntoFarm ontologies into Czech

language and we also collaborated on the initial inception of the MultiFarm benchmark and

on initial evaluations as described by Meilicke in [56]. One of the latest contributions to

MultiFarm was described in a paper written by Khiat et al. [48]. Further, Cheatham and

Hitzler [13] prepared a version of reference alignment including the degree of agreement of

experts’ opinions on correspondences. This was first used within OAEI in 2015. In 2017 and

2018, the complex reference alignment built on the part of OntoFarm appeared in [70, 71].

We analyzed all 82 papers according to their prevalent semantic web subfield to which

they belong.9 The most common use of OntoFarm reported in papers is naturally related to

evaluating ontology matching techniques (31 papers) where all but five used OntoFarm along

with its reference alignments. Ontology matching evaluation includes 17 papers10 where the

authors propose a new evaluation approach, a new evaluation corpus or provide an evalua-

tion of further alignment techniques. All but two papers used reference alignments. From its

inception OntoFarm has been popular among researchers working in the ontology matching

debugging and repair subfield, where I identified 14 papers. While those three subfields can

be considered as core ontology matching subfields, OntoFarm has been also used in other

ontology matching subfields to which less attention has been paid by researchers. OntoFarm

was used in papers dealing with complex correspondences and patterns (5 papers) and pro-

vided working examples in correspondence representation papers (2). Five papers dealing

with application scenarios of ontology matching exemplified them on OntoFarm ontologies.

Despite the strong majority of papers dealing with ontology matching subfields, there are

9The list of papers according to their semantic web subfield is at https://owl.vse.cz/ontofarm/

swsubfields.html
10There are also included the five mention OntoFarm-derivative papers.
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Table 3.4: Relevant papers according to paper categories: W means workshop paper, C means

conference paper, B means chapter in book and J means journal paper. Source: Author.

Group A Group B

Year W C B J
∑

W C J
∑

2006 2 - - - 2 - - - 0

2007 1 2 - - 3 2 1 - 3

2008 1 4 - - 5 - - - 0

2009 3 2 1 1 7 - 1 2 3

2010 1 3 - 2 6 2 1 - 3

2011 1 2 - 1 4 1 4 - 5

2012 2 2 - 1 5 3 3 - 6

2013 - - - - - - 3 3 6

2014 1 2 - - 3 3 3 3 9

2015 1 1 - - 2 2 1 2 5

2016 - - - 2 2 - - 1 1

2017 1 - - - - - - - 1

2018 - 1 - - - - - - 1∑
14 19 1 7 41 13 17 11 41
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Table 3.5: Citing papers according to categories; comp. means complex, corr. means correspon-

dence(s) and pat. means patterns. Source: Author.

SW subfield W C B J
∑

OM technique 7 18 - 6 31

OM evaluation 7 7 - 3 17

OM debugging and repair 5 6 - 3 14

OM comp. corr. and pat. 3 1 - 1 5

OM corr. representation 1 - - 1 2

OM application 1 2 - 2 5

Ontology similarity 1 - - - 1

Ontology learning - 1 - - 1

Ontology reasoning - - - 1 1

Ontology modularization - - 1 - 1

Ontology evaluation 3 - - 1 4

several papers using OntoFarm in other semantic web subfields: ontology similarity, learning,

reasoning, modularization and evaluation, see Table 3.5.

Although most of the papers belong to the semantic web community, based on the dis-

tribution of papers publication venues11 we can conclude that OntoFarm is also used in a

broader community of artificial intelligence, i.e., AAAI (Conference on Artificial Intelligence),

ECAI (European Conference on Artificial Intelligence) and IJCAI (International Joint Con-

ference on Artificial Intelligence) conferences and even in other communities according to

papers within e.g., Neurocomputing journal and Computes & Chemical Engineering journal.

OntoFarm became an important ingredient in many EU and national projects. The

11Numbers of publication venues are available at https://owl.vse.cz/ontofarm/venues.html
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benchmark has been employed for semantic web research within Knowledge Web12 (realizing

the semantic web; 2004-2007), TONES13 (automated reasoning techniques for engineering;

2005-2007), BOEMIE14 (evolving multimedia ontologies; 2006-2009), SEALS15 (benchmark-

ing semantic tools; 2009-2012), MONNET16 (Multilingual Ontologies for Networked Knowl-

edge; 2010-2013) and Optique17 (semantic technologies for big data; 2012-2015).

Further, there have been two international projects that used OntoFarm for their evalua-

tion part: eSYMBIOSIS18 (development of knowledge-based web services; 2010-2013; Great

Britain, Greece) and CAMELEON19 (multilingual lexica and ontologies; 2011-2014; Brazil

and France). At national level, OntoFarm has been used in different projects within 11

countries.

3.5 Practitioner-Oriented Survey

In order to find out what is the current position and future prospects of OntoFarm according

to its users, I performed a questionnaire survey between November 2015 and January 2016.

3.5.1 Participants and Survey Design

The participants of the survey have been OntoFarm users. I identified these users during

my literature review. In all, I collected 130 unique contact emails. The questionnaire was

prepared as a Google form, and the link to it was distributed to all 130 contacts by email.

In 27 cases I received an automatic reply that the contact email does not exist any more. In

all I received 12 answers.

12http://knowledgeweb.semanticweb.org/
13http://www.inf.unibz.it/tones/
14http://cordis.europa.eu/ist/kct/boemie_synopsis.htm
15http://www.seals-project
16http://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/93713_en.html
17http://optique-project.eu
18http://www.esymbiosis.gr
19http://cameleon.imag.fr
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Table 3.6: Each question, its answer options and survey results are listed in several rows. The

question itself is written in the first row (marked with the order number). Answer options (here

shortened) are listed in the next rows. Results from the survey are stated in braces, for each

option. Answer options with highest results per question are underlined. T. stands for the type

of the question, where 1 means that the participant could only select one answer option, while M

means that any number of answer options could be selected. In case the respondent provided a

negative answer for the question (no. 3 and 8), (s)he was asked to specify why (this is depicted

with the ‘+’ symbol). Source: [84].

No. Question, answer options and results T.

1. How did you learn about the OntoFarm collection? 1

{personal recommendation (17%), OntoFarm paper 2005 (0%), another research paper (0%), OAEI (83%),

MultiFarm (0%), don’t remember (0%)}

2. What have been the features for which you or your team chose OntoFarm for your project? M

{suitable domain (42%), relatively expressive ontologies (50%), presence of style heterogeneity (50%),

availability of reference alignment (83%), no reason (0%), other (8%)}

3. Do you think that conference organization is a suitable domain for a widely usable experimental ontology 1+

collection? {strongly agree (17%), agree (75%), undecided (8%), disagree (0%), strongly disagree (0%)}

4. For which semantic web subfield have you used OntoFarm? M

{matching (92%), learning (0%), development (8%), debugging (17%), evaluation (8%), reasoning (8%),

modularization (0%), visualization (0%), other (8%)}

5. Have you used all ontologies from OntoFarm or only some of them? 1

{all of them (17%), only those included in a reference alignment (75%), other subset of OntoFarm (8%)}

6. What do you think OntoFarm needs in order to become a better experimental collection for you or M

your team? {reference alignment extension (58%), improving naming of entities (25%), fixing trivial

modeling issues (25%), adding more ontologies (33%), more informative web page (8%), other (25%)}

7. In case you think that ontologies in OntoFarm should be repaired, what procedure would you prefer? 1

{replacement of current ontologies by new ones (25%), new ontologies as an alternative variant (58%),

no preference (8%)}

8. Do you plan to still use OntoFarm in the future? 1+

{certainly (42%), probably (42%), undecided (17%), probably not (0%), certainly not (0%)}

9. What are the most neglected ontology features that current ontology collections typically lack in general? M

{ontologies with high expressivity (33%), large ontologies (50%), multilinguality in ontologies (17%),

{ontologies having rich annotations in natural language (25%), other (17%)}
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The survey was designed with 9 questions, all being multiple-choice ones. Six participants

out of 12 deliberately disclosed their identity by providing their email for potential contact

in the future. The questions from the survey (including their answer options and results

from the survey) are presented in Table 3.6. The survey attempted to find out about typical

dissemination channels (Question 1), typical motivation to use OntoFarm (Question 2), the

degree of agreement regarding suitability of the selected domain (Question 3), the typical

application field (Question 4), OntoFarm ontologies that are most often used (Question 5),

typical shortcomings of OntoFarm and degree of agreement on its potential improvement

strategy (Questions 6 and 7), whether OntoFarm users will further use it in future (Question

8) and ontology features that ontology collections typically lack in general (Question 9).

3.5.2 Discussion of Survey Results

This section presents summarized conclusions based on the survey results, while the detailed

results are available on a web page.20

Answers to Question 1 indicate that 83% (10 of 12) respondents learned about OntoFarm

from OAEI. This result shows that the OntoFarm collection is mostly popular thanks to

OAEI, where it has been included from its inception, within the conference track. This is

also the reason why the collection is often better known as ‘the OAEI conference dataset’.

The results of the survey also confirm the proper initial motivation of creating the Onto-

Farm ontology collection. The answers to Questions 2 and 3 verified the relevance of the

collection’s intrinsic characteristics. The importance of the characteristic sharing the same,

generally understandable domain is indirectly supported by the answers to Question 3, where

92% (11 of 12) participants (strongly or less strongly) agreed that conference organization

is a suitable domain. The importance of the characteristic being built by different groups,

thus naturally mimic different conceptualizations has been verified by Question 2, where the

presence of modeling style heterogeneity was a reason to use OntoFarm for half of the re-

20https://owl.vse.cz/ontofarm/survey-results/
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spondents. Finally, the importance of the characteristic being rich in various types of axioms

has been, again, verified by Question 2, where the feature of ‘containing relatively expressive

ontologies’ was a reason to use OntoFarm for half of the respondents.

The above mentioned intrinsic characteristics of OntoFarm had been achieved thanks to

the effort of providing a high-quality dataset for ontology matching. The results of Question

4 of the survey confirmed that this would be the most common usage of OntoFarm since

92% (11 of 12) respondents used OntoFarm in the ontology matching field. On the other

side, we could also find other semantic web subfields where OntoFarm was involved. This

corresponds to my literature analysis to a certain extent, and is also obviously interconnected

since the respondents were authors of the analyzed papers dealing with OntoFarm.

Although OntoFarm did not have a reference alignment for its first two years, we can

clearly see that the creation of a reference alignment throughout years 2008-2010 (and in

2015) was a very important benefit for the community. This was confirmed by the fact that

83% (10 of 12) respondents (Question 1) stated that the availability of a reference alignment

was the reason to use OntoFarm. This is an obvious effect since a reference alignment enables

people to evaluate the performance of their matching systems. Significance of reference

alignment was further confirmed by answers to question 5 where 75% (9 of 12) respondents

answered that they use only those ontologies which are involved in reference alignments.

The importance of reference alignment is further amplified by the answers to Question

6, where 58% (7 of 12) respondents considered that by extending the reference alignment

OntoFarm could become a better ontology collection. Its 16 ontologies seem to be a kind-

of optimal size since only 4 respondents call for adding more ontologies from the same

domain. One respondent had an interesting idea of ‘adding one large ontology only partially

overlapping and creating alignments to it’. This could establish a new test case. Current test

cases within the conference track of OAEI contain similarly large ontologies, which overlap

for almost 100%. The matching systems thus can apply a relatively simple strategy to match

almost all entities from one ontology to another one. A large and partly overlapping ontology
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could help evaluate matching systems with regard to their capability to only match similar

parts of an ontology.

Although the wish of having the ontologies repaired was not so strong according to

Question 6 – 25% (3 of 12) for naming repair and 25% for repair of trivial modeling issues –

there has been relative consensus on the repair procedure. 58% (7 of 12) respondents agreed

that the repaired ontologies should be made available as a variant of the original collection.

It would make sense to keep both the original variant and the repaired one since mistakes

are natural in real ontologies as well. One respondent also suggested an interesting idea of

“documenting the modeling issues, since modeling errors are common and thus it is good to

have some reflected in the ontology collection, but it would be helpful to know which ones

are known and to be expected”.

The utility of OntoFarm for the community can be also inferred from the fact that 83%

(8 of 12) respondents plan to use OntoFarm in the future, where half of them is certain

about this and half of them thinks it is probable.

Finally, answers to Question 9 show that OnfoFarm users (half of them) think that the

lack of large ontologies is the most important gap in current ontology collections, in general.

Further, 33% (4 of 12) respondents call for collections with more expressive ontologies and

25% (3 of 12) for collections with ontologies equipped with rich annotations in natural

language. Two respondents added the desire for a collection including both a significant

TBox and ABox.

3.6 Chapter Summary

The survey results confirmed that the initial requirements on OntoFarm had been well chosen

and that OntoFarm fills well its role of experimental ontology collection. Last but not least,

I collected the suggestions raised from the survey which could lead us to further improve the

usability of the collection.
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Based on literature analysis, on the one hand the OntoFarm benchmark became an

important benchmark in many projects and for many researchers. On the other hand the

updated literature analysis (since the paper [84] has been published) showed that there is

a significant descrease of interest in OntoFarm.21 This can be explained by the fact that

the most recent research deals with instance matching, large-scale matching and complex

matching. While former two are out of the scope of OntoFarm, the latter has been prepared

based on OntoFarm as its derivative.

21I could not analyze some papers in deep because I had not had the access to them. However, based on

their abstracts I assume that those papers did not deal with OntoFarm.
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Chapter 4

OOSP: Support of Ontology Tool

Benchmark Construction

An automatic ontology tool benchmark construction process can be supported by my ap-

proach, described in this chapter, implemented in the “Online Ontology Set Picker” (OOSP)

tool available at https://owl.vse.cz/OOSP/. Thus, people involved in the benchmarking

of ontology tools (either the benchmarking organizers such as people from the OWL Rea-

soner Evaluation workshop1 or directly the creators of ontology tools) are potential users

of OOSP. This chapter provides the details about the OOSP system as a contribution of

the author and the main practical outcome of the COSOL project (succesfully evaluated

the CSF post-doctoral project, 2014 - 2016), by presenting the popular ontology resources

related to this work (Section 4.1), the tool’s overall architecture allowing for ontology storing

and indexing ontologies according to ontology metrics metadata (Section 4.2.1), the search

approaches, the corresponding OOSP components and workflows in OOSP with regard to its

HTML interface (Section 4.2.2), a summary of the interviews with experts (Section 4.4.1),

a report about an experiment performed by users (Section 4.4.2), and finally, a summary of

related work (Section 4.5) and the conclusions of the chapter together with the topics for

1https://www.w3.org/community/owled/workshop-2016/

79
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future work (Section 4.6).

OOSP has been described by Zamazal and Svátek in three successive demo papers:

OOSP itself was introduced in a demo paper at the SumPre 2015 workshop in [80], the

categorization-power-based search was introduced at the SumPre 2016 workshop in [83],

and the similarity-based search approach was introduced at the SEMANTiCS conference

during the demo and poster session in [82]. This chapter provides an overall description

of the approach, including new parts such as the lexical-token-based search and the report

about an experiment performed by users who followed test scenarios focusing on the tool’s

usability, usefulness and comprehensibility. Most of the content of this chapter has been

submitted to the International Journal of Metadata, Semantics and Ontologies (indexed by

Scopus) where it is currently in the second round of the reviews.2

4.1 Ontology Resources

Ontologies can be found in ontology resources – either within ontology repositories or via on-

tology search engines retrieving ontologies on the web. Historically, the first ontology search

engine was Swoogle presented by [16]. The Swoogle Semantic Web search engine extracts

metadata for each document and computes the relations among them. Nowadays Swoogle

indexes almost 4 million semantic documents and allows users to search for ontologies and

their instances within this index. Swoogle provides the search using keywords applicable on

classes and properties where Boolean operators (AND, OR and NOT) can be used. Further,

by using RDF metadata one can restrict numbers of triples, classes, properties or instances.

One of the most famous ontology search engines is Watson introduced by [15]. Wat-

son crawls ontologies and other semantic documents from the web and enables the ontology

2According to the permissions described on the web page of the Inderscience publisher, authors can

use their article for non-commercial purposes after publication in other works by the Author as stated

at http://www.inderscience.com/info/inauthors/author_copyright.php. If the paper is accepted,

Inderscience will be contacted for requesting of the explicit reproduction permission.
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search with keywords from different ontology aspects, e.g., labels. Via its Java API, Watson

also provides a SPARQL endpoint along with some pre-computed metrics metadata: concept

coverage, DL expressivity, representation language (e.g., RDFS), numbers of classes, proper-

ties, individuals, and statements. However, ontologies are not searchable according to those

ontology metadata. Finally, Cheng et al. presented Falcons, the semantic web search engine

in [14], which provides a keyword-based search for objects, concepts (classes and properties),

ontologies, and RDF documents on the web. Except for Swoogle, which provides ontology

searching only using the basic ontology metrics metadata, such as the numbers of triples,

classes, properties and instances, these ontology search engines do not provide searching

based on a rich set of ontology metadata.

There are several prominent ontology repositories collecting high-quality ontologies. Bio-

Portal introduced by [77] is a library of well-curated biomedical ontologies. The current

release3 contains 726 ontologies in different formats, including some adapted from another

repository, the OBO foundry. BioPortal provides a term-based search for classes and prop-

erties in ontologies, where one can further restrict the ontology category (e.g., anatomy).

BioPortal RESTful services offer several count-based metrics per ontology, e.g., the number

of classes or properties. The BioPortal technology has recently been reused for agronomy

domain ontologies to build AgroPortal presented by [46].

Another ontology repository, Linked Open Vocabularies (LOV) introduced by [73], col-

lects ontologies rather according to their usage. LOV is a well-curated collection of linked

open vocabularies used in the Linked Data Cloud. Currently there are 650 ontologies cover-

ing diverse domains, e.g., publications, science, business or city. The ontologies/vocabularies

are usually small and they are used within diverse linked open data applications. LOV also

provides a RESTful service for a term-based search over ontologies or terms, and a SPARQL

endpoint.

Although some repositories present the relevant values of ontology metrics metadata,

3By “currently” I always mean on August 27, 2018 throughout the chapter.
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these are not searchable. Other ontology repositories solely provide collections of ontolo-

gies without rich metrics metadata (e.g., the Oxford Ontology Library,4 Protégé Ontology

Library5 or Ontohub6). In all, there has not been a way to search ontologies from existing

repositories based on different ontology metrics metadata. OOSP fills this gap.

4.2 The Architecture of OOSP

The OOSP system is divided into two parts as depicted in Figure 4.1. Its back-end deals

with ontology gathering from ontology repositories and computation of ontology metrics

metadata, see Section 4.2.1, while the front-end enables the user to construct an ontology

benchmark corpus by implementing different search approaches, see Section 4.2.2. OOSP is

a web-based application implemented using Java Servlet Pages, JavaScript and OWL-API.7

Ontologies with their imports are stored on disk and ontology metrics metadata values and

statistics are stored in a MySQL database.

4.2.1 The Back-end of OOSP

The OOSP back-end consists of three components, all relying on the OWL-API: Downloader,

OntologyProcessor and StatsCounter. The Downloader is responsible for ontology gathering

from their original repositories into particular ontology pools. Each ontology is stored under

a unique identifier (storage code) in a file on a hard drive and its record is created in

the relational database ONTOLOGIES table. This component also downloads the imports

closure of the given ontologies. The ontology snapshots in OOSP are thus available even if the

imported ontologies are not accessible any more. For enabling this there is created mapping

table relating the original URI of imported ontology to its unique storage code. The benefits

4http://www.cs.ox.ac.uk/isg/ontologies/
5http://protegewiki.stanford.edu/wiki/Protege_Ontology_Library
6https://ontohub.org/
7http://owlapi.sourceforge.net/
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Figure 4.1: The OOSP architecture. Source: Author.
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from the imports availability are for both the OOSP system where additional metadata

metrics can be added later on and for the users who can get ontology with its imports. This

component varies according to what kind of access the given repository supports. Basically,

there are three different access policies implemented: REST-based access, SPARQL-based

access and file-based access. REST-based access enables easy access to ontologies, e.g.,

in BioPortal. SPARQL-based access means downloading the ontologies using a SPARQL

front-end, e.g., in LOV. Several ontology repositories make their ontologies available via zip

archives, e.g., the OntoFarm and Nanjing repositories.

The OntologyProcessor component processes downloaded ontologies and their down-

loaded imports in order to gather ontology metrics metadata. Metrics are added to the

corresponding ontology records in the ONTOLOGIES table. The ontologies in OOSP are

indexed by the computed values of ontology metrics and by tokens from the local names, la-

bels and comments of entities. The ontology metrics metadata are divided into eight groups

covering the most important ontology aspects. In all, there are 104 different kinds of ontol-

ogy metrics (I state the number of different kinds of metrics in parentheses). Entity metrics

(9) include numbers of entities (e.g., classes, instances); axiom metrics (27) include numbers

of different axiom types (e.g., subsumption, equivalence); class expression type metrics (11)

include expression types used for the construction of anonymous classes (e.g., existential

quantification); taxonomy metrics (9) include the characteristics of the taxonomy (e.g., the

number of top classes, leaf classes or the maximum taxonomy depth); OWL2 profiles and

reasoning metrics (7) include the profile information along with information about the con-

sistency and the number of unsatisfiable classes8 annotation metrics (6) include the counts

of selected annotation types (e.g., labels or comments) and of different languages involved in

label annotations; detail metrics (13) include some newly designed metrics metadata related

to domain/range (e.g., the number of anonymous classes as a domain definition); finally,

there are categorization-power-based metrics comprising the absolute and relative numbers

8I applied the HermiT reasoner: http://hermit-reasoner.com/
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of different categorization options an ontology provides (11) and the absolute and relative

numbers of focus classes according to five categorization options (11). Categorization options

and focus classes are related to Approach 4 explained in Section 4.2.2.

The StatsCounter component computes the basic descriptive statistics for each ontology

pool: the ratio of ontologies having at least one occurrence of the object aggregated by the

metric (for binary metrics such as OWL profiles, it is simply the ratio of positive values), the

ratio of ontologies for which respective metrics is unknown (N/A), e.g., the reasoner could

not process some ontologies due to unsupported datatypes; and the descriptive statistics

(median, average, standard deviation and maximum) of the metrics over all ontologies.9

Ontology Repositories Available in OOSP

Currently, there are four ontology repositories available in OOSP in nine snapshots called

“ontology pools”:

• Three BioPortal pools: the BioPortal 2015 pool contains 317 ontologies (85%) out of

420 ontologies from the BioPortal February 2015 snapshot, the BioPortal 2016 pool

contains 399 ontologies (80%) out of 501 ontologies from the BioPortal January 2016

snapshot and the BioPortal 2017 pool contains 494 ontologies (75%) out of 657 on-

tologies from the BioPortal November 2017 snapshot. BioPortal contains ontologies in

different formats, including some adapted from another repository, the OBO foundry.10

Some ontologies were not successfully processed due to different reasons such as the ‘not

found’ error, private access, unavailable imports or parsing problems using OWL-API

(a format problem or the impact of very large ontologies).

• Three LOV pools: the LOV 2015 pool contains 461 (97%) out of 475 ontologies from

the LOV February 2015 snapshot, the LOV 2016 pool contains 509 (96%) out of

529 ontologies from the LOV January 2016 snapshot, the LOV 2017 pool contains

9The minimum is omitted since it is usually zero.
10http://obofoundry.org/
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568 (92%) out of 617 ontologies from the LOV November 2017 snapshot. The most

common problems were due to parsing by OWL-API and unavailability of imports.

• The Nanjing pool contains 1403 ontologies extracted from single files and 225 ontologies

extracted from more than one RDF file. This corresponds to the experimental ontology

pool Nanjing merged which contains ontologies created by merging their definitions

spreading over RDF files. Out of 1763 ontologies (Jan. 2016 snapshot), 135 were not

parsed by OWL-API or were not processed due to unavailable imports.

• Finally, I provide the OntoFarm pool based on the OntoFarm ontology collection,

which includes 16 small but relatively rich ontologies from the conference organization

domain. The collection has previously been used for experiments in Ontology Matching

and elsewhere [84] and is described in Chapter 3.11

In order to characterize the nine ontology pools available via OOSP, I display the means of

selected characteristics from the ontology metrics metadata in Table 4.1. Since the ontology

pools usually contain outliers distorting the overall statistics of the pool, I first detect the

outliers using Tukey’s method (explained by [72]) with its interquartile range approach.

This method was used for each ontology metrics metadata where the detected outliers were

replaced with “NA” values.

According to Table 4.1 the BioPortal ontologies (from 2015, 2016, 2017) typically have

many more classes (798, 688, 618) organized in more layers (8, 7, 8) with many top classes

(21, 14, 11), leaf classes (663, 530, 470) and subclasses (963, 795, 827) than ontologies from

the other ontology pools. The LOV and NanJing ontology pools are very similar to each

other in that they contain rather small ontologies (on average 20 resp. 12 classes) featuring

no anonymous classes in the domain and range. Finally, OntoFarm, except for the class-

related characteristics, dominates all other presented ontology metrics metadata with regard

to their means.

11https://owl.vse.cz/ontofarm/
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Table 4.1: Means for selected statistics for nine ontology pools. The highest values are in bold.

Source: Author.
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classes 798 688 618 19 20 20 12 6 44

object properties 12 12 13 16 16 15 6 2 33

datatype properties 1 1 1 6 6 6 2 1 12

instances 0 2 2 4 4 3 2 8 2

layers 8 7 8 3 3 2 2 1 4

top classes 21 14 11 8 9 9 5 3 7

leaf classes 663 530 470 16 16 16 10 5 33

subsumptions 963 795 827 13 13 13 7 1 67

multiple inheritance 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

named domain 1 2 2 13 15 14 4 0 32

anonymous domain 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3

named range 1 1 2 10 10 10 3 1 27

anonymous range 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
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Figure 4.2: The ontology search. Source: Author.

Table 4.1 also shows that the BioPortal snapshot 2015 contains larger ontologies (not

considering outliers) than the BioPortal snapshots from two following years, which means

that in 2015 the process was more successful to manage large ontologies. Further, we can see

that while for the LOV and NanJing snapshots the average number of subsumptions is lower

than the average number of classes per ontology, this does not hold for the BioPortal and

OntoFarm snapshots. This can be explained by the fact that some ontologies can have classes

stating their subsumption to the most general owl:Thing even if those classes are in lower

layer of the class taxonomy or/and some ontologies can have classes with partial definition(s)

using subsumption(s) to anonymous class(es). We can also observe high numbers of leaf

classes, which can be explained by the fact that on average the ontologies are usually rather

flat.

4.2.2 The Front-end of OOSP

In order to create an ontology benchmark, OOSP applies an ontology search process. Tech-

nically, the process of ontology searching can be defined as a function f which, from a set of

ontologies O to search in, a set of parameters p and a set of external resources r, returns a

set of ontologies O’ :

O′ = f(O, p, r) (4.1)

This can be schematically represented as illustrated in Figure 4.2. OOSP supports four
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distinct ontology search approaches (referred as Approaches), which differ in their types

of input parameters. An external resource is used only in a similarity-based approach (Ap-

proach 2 below). For all approaches, the set of ontologies on input corresponds to the selected

ontology pool. The ontology set on the output is recognized as a potential benchmarking

corpus.12 These approaches are accessible via the OOSP front-end. In order to increase tool

usability, there are also available screencasts. In the OOSP front-end, there are basically two

general components. The Restriction Selection Component covers the following functions:

• setting the ontology pool,

• setting specific types of restrictions.

Further, the set of ontologies on output is realized by the Benchmarking Corpus Compo-

nent having the following functions:

• getting a benchmarking corpus meeting the chosen restrictions along with their ontol-

ogy metrics metadata,

• downloading each ontology from the corpus, ontology with its imported ontologies as

a zip archive or ontology merged with its import closure,

• downloading the whole ontology metadata metrics table and the summary descriptive

statistics,

• getting visualizations of distributions of ontology metadata metrics.

Each ontology search approach extends these two general components and they are used

in different workflows via HTML interface as described in the following sections, namely in

“Component and Workflow” paragraphs.

12Throughout this chapter I use notions “benchmarking corpus” and “ontology benchmark” interchange-

ably. However, if we look closer, the benchmarking corpus is the output of OOSP and it is expected that it

is further adjusted before being fully-fledged ontology benchmark.
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Approach 1: Based on Exact Intervals of Metrics

In principle, in this case of Ontology Search based on Given Exact Intervals of Metrics, the

user can choose as parameters any ontology metrics and specify the minimum, maximum

or equality restriction. These restrictions can be combined, which has the semantics of

conjunction. On the output there is a benchmarking corpus meeting the restrictions.

Components and Workflow This approach uses a general benchmarking corpus compo-

nent. Extension of the restriction selection component, namely the Metrics Selection Com-

ponent, contains of the specific function: setting restrictions as exact intervals of ontology

metadata metrics.

It is available for end-users via the HTML interface in a three-step workflow depicted

in Figure 4.3 a). First, the initial ontology pool is selected. Second, the user can browse

through the eight ontology metadata metric types, see Section 4.2.1, and specify values

(max and/or min, except nominal values such as OWL profiles) for individual metrics. To

make the restriction setting more informed, the following statistics are provided: the ratio

of ontologies having at least one occurrence of the object aggregated (via count, average or

max) by the metric; the ratio of ontologies for which respective metrics is unknown (N/A);

and descriptive statistics (median, average, standard deviation and maximum) of the metric

over all ontologies. Third, the user obtains the benchmarking corpus meeting the provided

restrictions. For the resulting benchmarking corpus OOSP provides a table containing all

metrics values for all selected ontologies. An ontology from the set can be downloaded in

three ways: one separate ontology as an OWL file, one ontology with all ontologies from its

import closure as a ZIP archive, or an ontology merged with its import closure as one OWL

file. There are further three ontology-set-wise download options: only the table (in CSV);

ontology set summary descriptive statistics (also in CSV); and actual ontologies as OWL files

(ZIP archive). Finally, for selected eight metrics (classes/instances counts, axiom types, DL

constructs, OWL 2 profiles, annotations, domain/range definition types) OOSP also offers
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Figure 4.3: The components and workflows of the OOSP front-end. Bench. stands for benchmark-

ing. Source: Author.
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graphs of ontology set statistics. Further, a user can ask for a randomly selected subset

of benchmarking corpus with required cardinality (this option is currently not available for

other ontology searches).

Approach 2: Based on Ontology Similarity

Similarity-based Ontology Search uses a sample ontology as an external resource in the search-

ing process. Further, it is possible to select as parameters any combination of ontology

metrics metadata, the maximum number of ontologies on output, the minimum and/or

maximum of the similarity threshold, and the preference of the upper or lower end of the

similarity interval.

In the case of Approach 2 (introduced by [83]) OOSP, for similarity computation, em-

ploys the R language.13 First, OOSP computes the ontology metrics metadata for a sample

ontology and it generates an n × m data matrix for the given ontology and the selected

ontology pool, where n corresponds to the number of ontologies in the selected ontology

pool plus one seed ontology given by the user and m to the number of the selected ontology

metrics. Regarding the similarity computation, OOSP first applies the scale function in R,

corresponding to the normalization by the standard score (z-score), on the input data ma-

trix. Next, it computes the Euclidean distance between the given ontology and all ontologies

from the selected ontology pool in a pair-wise manner, where the two vectors v1, v2 represent

ontologies O1 and O2 with values of the computed ontology metrics metadata:

d(v1, v2) =

√√√√ m∑
j=1

(v1j − v2j)2 | d(v1, v2) ∈ [0,∞]. (4.2)

Distance is then transformed to similarity using the following formula:

s(v1, v2) =
1

1 + d(v1, v2)
| s(v1, v2) ∈ [0, 1]. (4.3)

13https://www.r-project.org/
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Finally, the ontologies for the ontology set on output are selected according to the sim-

ilarity search parameters, i.e., the maximum number of similar ontologies, the similarity

interval, and its preferred end.

Components and Workflow While the Benchmarking Corpus Component is in its basic

shape, the restriction selection component, namely the Similarity Restrictions Component,

is equipped with the following specific functions:

• uploading/selecting seed ontology,

• setting dimensions of space for similarity computing by selecting ontology metrics

metadata,

• setting specific similarity restrictions as stated above.

It is available for end-users via the HTML interface in a three-step workflow depicted

in Figure 4.3 b). First, the user provides either the URI of an online ontology or a storage

code of an ontology stored in OOSP. Second, s/he obtains an ontology metrics overview for

the given ontology; while for an online ontology they are computed on the fly, for ontologies

stored in OOSP they are merely retrieved. S/he may select an ontology pool restricting the

scope of ontologies to be considered. Next, s/he selects the ontology metrics to be considered

for similarity computation out of six ontology metrics groups: entity metrics, axiom met-

rics, class expression type metrics, taxonomy metrics, annotation metrics and finally, detail

metrics (see Section 4.2.1). As further parameters s/he can specify the maximum number

of ontologies on output, the minimum and/or maximum of the similarity threshold, and the

preference of the upper or lower end of this interval. Third, the user obtains the bench-

marking corpus meeting the provided restrictions with the all options as described above for

Approach 1.
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Approach 3: Based on Lexical Tokens

Ontology Search based on Lexical Tokens requires an entity token as a parameter on input

and a further specification about the exact match or word match (i.e., in full-text), in what

kind of entities (classes, properties, individuals) and in which scope (local name, label or

comment) the search should take place. Full-text only works in the all-scope mode. Further,

if a user selects the “word match” option an ontology search is performed in a full-text

natural language mode. This is supported by using MySQL, where a full-text index for the

selected columns (local name, label and comment) is established. In all, currently there is

an index comprising over 13 million entries searchable in seconds.

Components and Workflow The Benchmarking Corpus Component is extended with

the possibility of getting the list of found entities for each ontology in the resulting bench-

marking corpus. The extension of the restriction selection component, namely the Lexical

Restrictions Component, is equipped with the function: setting lexical restrictions. It is

available for end-users via the HTML interface in a two-step workflow depicted in Figure 4.3

c). First, an initial ontology pool is selected and a word for fulltext search is provided by the

user; the word can be searched as a whole localname or as a part of it and further restric-

tions can be selected as described above. Second, the user obtains the benchmarking corpus

meeting the provided restrictions with the all options as described above for Approach 1.

Approach 4: Based on Focus Classes

Ontology Search based on Focus Classes is an analogy to Approach 3; however, in this case,

lexical tokens are restricted on focus classes (FCs) and, besides the entity token on input,

there is only a specification about the exact or pattern match (i.e., %word%) to be used.

This approach was introduced in demo paper by [82]. The key concept for this approach is

a focus class which is a class for which the ontology provides categorization options (COs).

The most typical categorization option is captured as subclasses of a focus class, e.g., Men
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SubClassOf: Person. However, there are other categorization options, which can be written

in the form of compound concept expressions, e.g., (bornIn value Italy) v Person, hinted by

the ontology structure. Categorization options of focus classes are more rigorously explained

by [68]. The assumption is that in such ontologies the given concept plays a more central

role. In order to enable this approach, the first categorization options of classes for all

ontologies were generated. I processed all ontologies from all repositories included in OOSP

except BioPortal because ontologies from BioPortal usually have a large size.

Components and Workflow The Benchmarking Corpus Component is extended with

the following functions:

• getting two separate ontology sets; the first providing the ontologies containing FCs

according to the input keyword, and the second providing ontologies with classes (non-

FCs) matching the keyword but having no COs,

• getting the list of found FCs for each ontology.

The extension of the restriction selection component, namely the Focus Classes Restric-

tions Component, is equipped with the function: setting focus class restrictions. It is available

for end-users via the HTML interface in a two-step or four-step workflow depicted in Fig-

ure 4.3 d). First, an initial ontology pool is selected and a keyword for FC search is provided

by the user; the keyword can be searched as a whole localname or as a part of it. Second, the

user obtains ontologies divided into two tables corresponding two ontology sets as described

above. For both tables OOSP also provides ontology metrics values. Showing not only FCs

but also non-FCs can be of interest especially in single-domain collections. Further, it is

possible to show relevant COs. Since there can be a huge number of COs, the user can ask

for a random sample of size between 10 and 100 COs. The fourth, optional step consists of

providing feedback to the system on which COs are not proper ontology categorizations.
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4.3 OOSP Solutions for Benchmarking Construction

Scenarios

Four scenarios have been described in Section 1.2. I will discuss these scenarios with regard

to search approaches available in OOSP.

Scenario 1 has been described as benchmarking of language interoperability and coverage

of various language combinations in ontology tools. This scenario can be partly solved using

Approach 1 where axiom type and class expression type ontology metadata metrics are

suitable for retrieving a benchmarking corpus aiming at language interoperability. However,

due to the fact that we cannot specify language combinations in Approach 1 we cannot solve

the request for coverage of various language combinations.

Scenario 2 has been described as benchmarking of ontology alignment tools requiring

pairs of ontologies from the same domain and a reference alignment between them. This

scenario can be supported using Approach 1 and 4 (this is available from “Ontology Search

based on Given Exact Intervals of Metrics” using “Metrics Based on Focus Classes” from

“Entity metrics”) where we can set a certain keyword for focus class search, e.g., “book”

and further exact intervals of ontology metrics, e.g., ones dealing with multilinguality or

taxonomy metrics. Since found ontologies would have focus class named “book”, it can be

assumed that all of them are somehow about a book domain. A discovery of the reference

alignment is not covered by the Approach.

Scenario 3 has been described as benchmarking of ontology reasoning tools which typi-

cally requires an ontology having non-trivial concept expressions. This scenario is supported

with Approach 1 where non-trivial concept expressions can be reflected specifying axiom and

class expression ontology metrics as well as OWL 2 profiles.

Scenario 4 has been described as benchmarking of ontology visualization tools which

typically need ontologies covering all language constructs of the OWL language. This can

be again supported with Approach 1 using entity, axiom, class expression and annotation
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ontology metadata metrics. Benchmarking of ontology visualization tools could also take

advantage of benchmarking ontologies varying with regard to taxonomy metrics.

Although I only provide abstract solutions for each scenario, they already represent

usage examples of OOSP. Further examples are provided in Section 4.4.2 where several test

scenarios were described for testing of OOSP by a group of users.

4.4 Feedback from Expert and Non-Expert Users

In order to evaluate OOSP I targeted two groups: experts on benchmarking of three different

ontology tool categories and non-expert users. While the evaluation with experts can mainly

disclose usefulness and comprehensibility of the OOSP approach based on their expert testing

of OOSP and their provided feedback via the interview, the experiment with non-expert users

can rather provide usability insights based on their simultaneous interaction with OOSP

fulfilling prepared testing scenarios and their provided feedback via the questionnaire. The

evaluation with experts and the experiment with users is documented at https://owl.vse.

cz/OOSP-article/.

4.4.1 Interview with Experts

In order to provide qualitative research, I contacted several experts in the field of ontology

benchmark construction for different ontology tool categories and one expert in ontology

tool comparison with regard to ontology visualization. Out of five ontology tool categories

depicted in Section 1 I addressed three ontology tool categories: ontology authoring (interop-

erability), ontology reasoning and ontology visualization. I prepared 14 questions for an inter-

view which covers the interviewee’s background, as well as questions about search approaches

and general features of OOSP and general remarks. The addressed experts had available

information about the interview and their questions, http://tinyurl.com/hdejaw2 and a

brief introduction to OOSP, http://tinyurl.com/he83mbw. I conducted the interview with
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four experts: Nico Matentzoglu from University of Manchester on the 25th of October 2016

as the expert for ontology reasoning benchmarking; Raúl Garcia Castro from Universidad

Politécnica de Madrid on the 15th of November 2016 as the expert for interoperability bench-

marking; and two experts for ontology visualization where one wanted to remain anonymous

and Dmitryi Pavlov from company VISmart Ltd, located in St. Petersburg, Russia.

I summarize their answers here, while their full answers are available online, https:

//owl.vse.cz/OOSP-article/. Nico has an extensive experience in constructing ontology

benchmarks for reasoning, e.g., the ORE Reasoner competition 2015. He confirmed that

there are some tools for generating benchmark ontologies, e.g., OntoBench, but there is no

tool that enables experimenters to automatically generate benchmarking corpus sampled

from collections of real ontologies. In this sense, OOSP goes in the right direction. He

found OOSP important and useful as a sophisticated search engine for ontology corpus for

generating benchmarks sets, but he also suggests that it would be better if 1) the underlying

source corpus were complete, 2) unmodified (original serialization), and 3) they were up to

date. While we can say that ontology pools available in OOSP are complete in a sense that

missing ontologies from repositories were not possible to retrieve due to some technical issues

(e.g., not parseable by OWL API), they are not unmodified (OOSP stores all ontologies in

one serialization (RDF/XML)). Next, I do not provide up-to-date snapshots for BioPortal

and LOV. This should be considered in future work. Further, the expert found search services

and other services for working with found corpus in generally useful (except for the search

based on focus classes, which did not convince the expert) and in addition he recommended

integrating them all into one interface. In all, the OOSP web application is usable but it is

a kind of old school design and a nicer web application would improve its use. The expert

also confirmed that a wide range of metrics should be sufficient for most cases but he further

recommended annotating ontologies with their proper names and domains. This could also

be useful for searching. The expert also suggested some extension for similarity-based search,

which is useful for getting similar ontologies, but it could be extended with more different
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similarity metrics (e.g., diff-based, signature overlap). Finally, from the expert perspective

a random sub-sampling is sometimes useful, but in practice it is usually done by people

constructing the benchmark and stratified random sub-sampling would also be good to add.

Raúl has an extensive experience with an ontology benchmark construction for different

purposes; on the one hand efficiency and scalability and on the other hand conformance and

interoperability. He found the tool nice, especially the search Approach 1. In his opinion,

ontology metrics available in OOSP are useful but he also suggests to map them to a quality

model to make them more usable for concrete scenarios. Although the search based on

similarity did not convince the expert, he thinks that token based ontology search approaches

(3 and 4) can be useful in general. But he thinks that selected ontology set would often need

further preprocessing to be proper benchmark for a given scenario. Available OOSP services

for working with ontology set are good (especially option to download the ontology set and

quick analytics such as visualization and metrics) and he further suggests to add machine

processable metrics and an alternative ontology selection approach when all ontologies could

be selected by a user based on their assessement according to required values of metrics.

The OOSP web application is basically usable but more sophisticated user interface would

improve its use.

The anonymous expert has experience with an ontology benchmark construction for

ontology visualization. He also confirmed that there are some tools for generating benchmark

ontologies, e.g., OntoBench. He found all four search approaches useful and usable by

stating that “OOSP has a good learning curve, not too steep” however the usability could

be improved by better integration of search results with the rest of the user interface and

by letting a user to navigate through all metrics in one view. He suggested to further refine

ontology metrics, e.g., OWL 2 profile. In his opinion the provided services are useful but

he asks for availability of Ontology Visualization Tool Recommender (OVTR) [79] in all

ontology search options. OVTR is now only available in search Approach 1.

Dmitryi does not have experience with ontology benchmark construction but he is an
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expert on ontology visualization tools and their comparison; he participated in an ontology

visualization survey in [21]. He was satisfied with all four search approaches as well as with

the list of ontology metrics. He suggested to add some way to explore ontology in order

to quickly see what the ontology really contains. This could be done in future using some

external application for ontology visualization such as WebVOWL.14 Regarding the usability

of OOSP he suggested to redesign the user interface mainly with regard to metrics tables

with optional number of visible metrics and sortable rows.

The expert interviews confirmed that OOSP is an important and useful tool; however, it

can be improved to better achieve its goal, mainly in providing up-to-date snapshots and a

nicer web application. The interviews provided an insightful feedback regarding extensions,

which will be considered in our future work.

4.4.2 Users’ Experiment

In order to complement the findings from the interviews with the experts with regard to

further usability insights based on simultaneous interaction of more users with OOSP I

performed users’ experiments on the 27th of October 2016 to find out usability, usefulness

and comprehensibility of OOSP and its four search approaches.

Experimental setting The participants of the experiment were Bachelor Degree stu-

dents in a course on “Artificial Intelligence and Knowledge Representation”. This course

also provides an introduction to Semantic Web, OWL ontologies, ontology tools and their

benchmarking. There were 13 students. Students were first instructed about theoretical

background of OOSP and ontology benchmark construction. Next, the students were pro-

vided with a 30-minute overview of the practical usage of OOSP and its four ontology search

approaches. Then they completed an assignment consisting of five test scenarios (TSs).

The overall instructions as well as the tutorial for using OOSP were made available via

14http://vowl.visualdataweb.org/webvowl.html
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a dedicated web-page, https://owl.vse.cz/experimentOOSP/experiment-en.html. TSs

have been prepared so as to test difficulty level of comprehending the requirements and

selecting the proper ontology search approach in OOSP. Full text of TSs is available at

https://owl.vse.cz/OOSP-article/testingScenarios.html. Each TS asks the user to

build a proper ontology benchmark:

• TS1 : benchmark for testing ontology visualization tools on ontologies with large tax-

onomy with regard to a higher number of top and leaf classes and in which several

natural languages are used in annotations.

Exemplary Solution for TS1. By using Approach 1 with top classes>20 and

leaf classes>20 and multilinguality>1 and maxDepth>5.

• TS2 : benchmark for testing an ontology populating tool which should have such on-

tologies from OntoFarm that enable categorization of the “Review” focus class.

Exemplary Solution for TS2. By using Approach 4 with specifying word “review”,

“exact” mode search within the OntoFarm ontology pool.

• TS3 : benchmark for reasoners which need to be tested on ontologies having existential

and universal quantifiers and which are consistent.

Exemplary Solution for TS3. By using Approach 1 with consistent=1 and

constructSome>1 and constructAll>1.

• TS4 : benchmark for testing an ontology learning tool using analysis on ontologies

having annotations with ”person” tokens.

Exemplary Solution for TS4. By using Approach 3 with specifying word “person”,

“fulltext” mode search with all entities and all scopes.
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• TS5 : benchmark for reasoners testing on 20 ontologies similar to the ekaw ontology

with regard to numbers of class expressions and axioms.

Exemplary Solution for TS5. By using Approach 2 with specifying the ontology

338585 (storage code) with all class expressions, all axioms types and maximally

20 similar ontologies.

Each user was asked to try to use the most suitable search option in OOSP on the

required input ontology pool and store the resulted ontology benchmarks. The user also

had to select proper restrictions based on a textual description; except TS1 where the user

was provided with more detailed instructions about the ontology benchmark construction in

order to initiate the user’s work. In order to make the experiment fairer, the TSs are not in

the order of numbering the search approaches.

In order to measure the time of accomplishment of each TS, the users had at their

disposal a dedicated version of OOSP, which was augmented with five buttons in the main

menu. After the user selects the button for the TS, the corresponding instructions to the

test scenario are first displayed to the user, and OOSP logs the starting time. The time is

also logged when the user retrieves the ontology benchmark and downloads it from OOSP.

Students were asked to share their resulted ontology benchmarks for further inspection via

the university information system. Students were also asked to report any issues with OOSP

to the issue tracker of the OOSP project on GitHub. Finally, users had to answer several

questions in the questionnaire.

The questionnaire was designed with six questions, out of which five were multiple-

choice ones, and one was open. Additionally, each user had to provide the IP address of the

computer used in the experiment. Thanks to this requirement, I can match the activity with

OOSP and the answers in the questionnaire. The questions from the questionnaire (including

their answer options and the results of the questionnaire) are presented in Table 4.2. The

questionnaire attempted to find out about the general usefulness of OOSP (Question 1),
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Table 4.2: Each question, its answer options, and the questionnaire results are listed in several

rows. The question itself is written in the first row (marked with the ordinal number). The answer

options are listed in the following rows. The results of the survey are stated in the parentheses for

each option. The answer options with the highest results per question are underlined. A1 through

A4 correspond to search approaches 1 through 4. WO (WO4) means the options for working with

the output ontologies in TS1 to TS3 (in TS4 resp.). Question 6 was open and answers are indicated

using “A:”. Source: Author.

No. Question, answer options, and results

1. How useful is each search approach for ontology benchmark construction? (A1, A2, A3, A4)

{very useful (46%,23%,39%,23%), partly useful (54%,54%,39%,39%), slightly useful (0%,15%,23%,31%),

completely useless (0%,8%,0%,0%), did not understand (0%,0%,0%,8%)}

2. How usable is each search approach and options for working with output ontologies? (A1, A2, A3, A4, WO, WO4)

{very well usable (23%,15%,39%,54%,39%,46%), moderately usable (54%,31%,46%,31%,31%,23%),

satisfacory (23%,46%,15%,15%,23%,23%), unsatisfactory (0%,8%,0%,0%,8%,8%)}

3. How usable is the whole OOSP?

{very well usable (8%), moderately usable (62%), satisfacory (23%), unsatisfactory (8%)}

4. How usable is the online tutorial to OOSP?

{very good (8%), good (54%), satisfacory (31%), unsatisfactory (8%), I cannot evaluate. I did not need it. (0%)}

5. How difficult is to comprehend each test scenario? (TS1, TS2, TS3, TS4, TS5)

{easily comprehensible (62%,46%,0%,31%,15%), comprehensible (39%,46%,31%,62%,54%),

comprehensible with difficulty (0%,8%,54%,8%,23%), incomprehensible (0%,0%,15%,0%,8%)}

6. Do you want to add a comment about OOSP?

A: I like the straightforward user interface, quite well arranged, no real objection.

A: It would be good to have some explanatory notes for selection of ontology metrics in search approach 2.

A: It would be good to better explain how searching works in search scenario 2, i.e. how searching criteria effect

searched output.

A: It would be good to improve the user interface. Is is not well arranged.

usability of OOSP (Questions 2, 3 and 4) and comprehensibility of TSs (Question 5). The

open Question 6 asks users for any additional comments about OOSP provided the user

wanted to complement his/her answers in the questionnaire.
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Discussion of Users’ Experiment Results I present my summarized conclusions based

on the conducted experiment, while the detailed results are available on a website, https:

//owl.vse.cz/OOSP-article/.

Regarding the usability and comprehensibility in practice, each TS is analyzed according

to a ratio of users who managed to successfully fulfill the TS, which means a proper choice

of the search approach and search restrictions. The most successful tasks were TS 1 and TS

2 where 85% (11 of 13) users succeeded. Almost 70% (9 of 13) managed successfully done

TS 4 and 62% (8 of 13) users accomplished TS 5. The worst results users achieved in the

case of TS 3 where 31% (4 of 13) users succeeded. While TS 1 was “warming up” TS where

users could follow detail information, lexical based TS 2 and TS 4 were already described

in more abstract way. Their difficulty was alleviated by the lower number of parameters to

set up. TS 5 achieved a relatively high success ratio (62%) although this TS was difficult

to comprehend (see below) and number of parameters was higher. Bad results in TS 3 can

be attributed to arduous description of the assignnment where proper names of ontology

metrics metadata were missing. All other users (9 of 13) managed to properly opted at least

some required ontology metrics.

Regarding the time efficiency (only successful cases are considered), the fastest TSs were

lexical based ones where users needed 116 and 156 seconds for TS 2 and TS 4 on average.

Although TS 5 was difficult to proceed, users needed only 265 seconds on average. TSs

dealing with Approach 1 were the most time consuming because users has to cope with

selection from many ontology metrics metadata. TS 1 took 355 seconds and TS 3 1037

seconds on average. The interaction of the users with OOSP lasted one hour, during which

time OOSP smoothly managed to cope with all users’ requests without any problems. It

was run on one-core Debian server with 18 GB RAM. The users did not encounter any issues

with OOSP but I got several suggestions (as stated in Question 6 in Table 4.2) for improving

the user interface during the testing.

Based on these numbers, we can conclude that the users did not generally have a problem
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coping with OOSP and comprehending the user interface of OOSP and the assignment of

TSs. However, TSs with different difficulty levels disclosed that OOSP should rather be used

by well-trained users. Especially in the case of the first search approach, a user can benefit

from his or her experience with the names and meanings of different ontology metrics. This

has been shown by comparing the results of TS 1 and TS 3. While in the case of TS 1 users

could follow concrete instructions about names of the ontology metrics, in the case of TS 3

users were hesitant about which names of the ontology metrics metadata correspond to the

specified requirements. This could be alleviated by improving navigation within ontology

metrics, potentially with a look-up service based on the ontology metrics descriptions.

Discussion of the Questionnaire Results Regarding the questionnaire, answers to

Question 1 indicate that users think that all Approaches are useful where Approach 1 is the

most useful (100% of users think it is at least partly useful) and the Approach 4 consider as

the least useful (92% users think it is at least slightly useful). Further, all Approaches and

the options for working with the output ontologies are considered at least moderately usable

by majority of users except Approach 2 where 46% users consider it as only satisfactory.

Further analyzing answers for related approaches I find that 60% of users, who found

Approach 3 very useful, consider Approach 4 as at least partly useful. In the case of Approach

1 if users considered it as very useful, 83% of them found Approach 2 at least partly useful.

Additionally, all users, who considered Approach 2 very useful, found Approach 1 at least

partly useful. Regarding usefulness and usability, all users, who considered Approach 1, 3

and 4 (separately) as very useful, found their means of specification of individual search

restrictions as at least moderately usable. Considering services for working with found

ontology corpus all users, who found Approach 1 and 4 (separately) as very useful, found

their respective services at least moderately usable. In the case of Approach 3, 60% of users

who found the approach very useful considered respective services at least moderately usable.

By aggregating answers for each user and his or her answers to six particular questions dealing
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with usability I found that 62% of users answered the overall question about usability of the

whole OOSP in agreement to the aggregated result. 80% of users, who answered to the

overall question differently, downgraded their answers with regard to their answer which

would be based on average.

Further, 69% of users found the whole OOSP as very or well moderately usable. Only one

user found the OOSP unsatisfactory regarding usability. Similarly for the online tutorial,

only one user found the tutorial unsatisfactory. Regarding assessment of difficultness of TSs,

the most comprehensible was TS 1, and then TS 2 and TS 4. The most difficult was TS 3

where 54% users found it comprehensible with difficulty and 15% incomprehensible. Based

on the provided feedback from the users, this was mainly due to an ambiguous formulation

of the requirements in Czech. Finally, TS 5 was considered as comprehensible with difficulty

or incomprehensible by 30% users.

Based on the results of the questionnaire, we can conclude that (1) users generally tend

to consider the search approaches useful means for the ontology benchmark construction;

and (2) OOSP is considered usable by majority of the users. The practical results achieved

by each user fulfilling each TS correspond to their answers in the questionnaire.

4.5 Related Work

Regarding a generation of synthetic ontologies, [50] recently introduced OntoBench which

was already discussed in Section 2.4. OntoBench and OOSP complement each other in pro-

viding different services to the ontology benchmark construction. It could be even interesting

to combine OntoBench and OOSP so that OOSP would provide its search approaches for a

collection of synthetic ontologies generated by OntoBench.

Regarding the ontology benchmark construction by searching of existing ontologies, the

most relevant is the work presented by [53] where the Manchester OWL repository is intro-

duced. It contains a crawl-based Manchester OWL Corpus (MOWLCorp), and a snapshot
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of BioPortal and Oxford Ontology Library. The goal of this repository is to create and share

ontology datasets. It provides access to six pre-constructed datasets and an experimental

REST-based web service that should allow users to create a custom dataset.

[53] also mentioned an experimental data set creator allowing users to create custom

datasets based on a wide range of ontology metrics metadata. However, on the respective

website15 there is only available offline generation of custom datasets where a user can

specify his/her requirements: ontology pool, import handling, OWL2 profiles and special

wishes specified in a HTML form, while the custom dataset is to be generated offline by the

portal maintainers.

In comparison, my work focuses on the web-based front-end allowing to build an ex-

perimental ontology set useful as a benchmark for ontology tool developers and ontology

experimenters. Therefore, I do not precompile any ontology set collections but I rather pro-

vide distinct ontology search approaches including a broad range of ontology metrics that

can work as on-the-fly restrictions. Besides the BioPortal repository, I also considered the

LOV repository, NanJing repository and OntoFarm collection since they belong to the most

famous ontology repositories nowadays. To cover potentially many cases of different use, I

also provide extra metric types, such as taxonomy, annotation, and detail ontology metrics

metadata. Further, I put more emphasis on different types of additional downloads: be-

sides actual ontologies (and optionally their imports) it is also possible to download a table

with the ontology metric values and summary statistics, plus the associated graphs. While

I concentrate more on ontology benchmark construction on the fly using different search

approaches, [53] concentrate more on the sharing aspect. Each of the six pre-constructed

datasets has its own unique ID, according to which a user can download it.

15http://mowlrepo.cs.manchester.ac.uk/generate-custom-dataset/
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4.6 Chapter Summary

This chapter presents OOSP, a web-based tool allowing ontology developers and experi-

menters to create an ontology benchmark based on a selected search approach and ontology

pool. OOSP provides four different ontology search approaches and a high number of differ-

ent ontology metrics metadata, which can be useful for various use cases (e.g., benchmarking

ontology repair tools, ontology visualization tools or reasoners) and scenarios (e.g., a priori

known specific requirements in terms of ontology metrics or a request for ontologies similar

to a sample one). Further, this chapter contains a summary of the insightful feedback from

an expert interview and the report about the performed experiment with users following test

scenarios focusing on usability, usefulness and comprehensibility.

Within search Approach 1 a user can ask for a randomly selected subset of k ontolo-

gies. In the future, we will consider providing stratified sub-sampling as suggested by the

expert. Further, on the one hand, random sub-sampling can make benchmarking more re-

liable since ontologies are randomly selected but, on the other hand, the selected subset

can include near-duplicates or outliers, and such subset would not be representative enough.

There are basically three meaningful solutions: homogeneous, distinct or representative. A

homogeneous benchmark would have k ontologies with as similar metric values as possible.

A distinct benchmark would aim at k ontologies with as dissimilar metric values as possible,

thus covering outliers. Finally, a representative benchmark should represent the space of

all existing metric values as well as possible. In the future, we plan to support all these

variants, i.e., a user could ask not only for a random selection of k ontologies but also for a

homogeneous, distinct or representative selection of k ontologies. While homogeneous and

representative selections could be solved by clustering approaches (introduced, e.g., by [36]),

the distinct selection could be solved by the diversity heuristics presented by [20].

In line with the expert’s opinion from the interview, we plan to investigate how to achieve

nearly up-to-date snapshots, e.g., from BioPortal and LOV. While this is technically feasible

for LOV, storing snapshots of BioPortal is space-demanding due to very large ontologies. We
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also further plan to support better reproducibility of the constructed ontology benchmarks

in the future by sharing them on a dedicated website within OOSP. However, since this

service could be space-demanding, instead of permanent storage of each ontology set, we

would rather enable an option to store the setting of each ontology benchmark construction.

In fact, this service is already internally available, but it needs addition of a mechanism

which would ask a user for a permission to make it publicly shareable, and ideally also for

information about the purpose of the given ontology benchmarking corpus. Finally, we plan

to provide a REST interface for accessing the functions available in OOSP.

With regard to the overview of ontology benchmarks given in Chapter 2 OOSP has its

potential to help people completing existing benchmarks or make new benchmarks based on

ontologies found in OOSP.
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Chapter 5

Benchmarks in Action

Ontology tool developers can apply the ontology benchmarks manually or they can use some

automatic or semi-automatic environment. While the evaluation scheme can differ with re-

gard to the ontology tool category, there are several projects aiming at an automatic support

of ontology tool benchmarking. The SEALS (Semantic Evaluation at Large Scale) project1

built a platform for an automatic evaluation at large scale. The benefits of automation from

the SEALS perspective, as described in [23], were as follows:

• It provides automatic and uniform results.

• It can assess portability of systems since they are not run by systems’ developers.

• The same controlled environment allows for measuring performance not only in terms

of precision and recall but also in terms of speed, network consumption, memory and

scalability.

• New tests can be added and run on existing systems.

• The tests can be re-run and results are archived. This enables reproducibility.

1http://www.seals-project.eu/
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The SEALS platform was described in [27]. It follows service-oriented approach to store

and process benchmarking resources. It contains a number of components:

• SEALS portal provides an HTML interface for interacting with the SEALS platform.

• SEALS service manager represents the core module of the platform which provides

programmatic interfaces for services of the SEALS platform.

• SEALS repositories allow managing various entities used within the platform, e.g.,

benchmarks, tools, evaluation descriptions and results.

• Runtime evaluation service allows benchmarking of a certain tool using some specific

benchmark.

The SEALS platform was used in many evaluation campaigns from 2011 till 2015. For

example, in OAEI 2011.52 participants had to register their tool in the platform, wrap (by

implementing required interfaces) and upload their tools according to provided tutorial. Or-

ganizers had to prepare benchmark description3 and upload their benchmark to the SEALS

platform.

In 2016 the SEALS platform has been disabled and the infrastructure was downgraded to

the repositories with benchmarks and the SEALS client for running benchmarked ontology

tool. Uploading of wrapped benchmarked tools to the SEALS platform was not available

any more. For example, in OAEI 2016 participants had to upload their tools via Google

form. For the OAEI organizers this situation was an incentive to replace incomplete SEALS

infrastructure by a new HOBBIT platform.

The HOBBIT (Holistic Benchmarking of Big Linked Data) project4 aims at benchmark-

ing of big linked data, however it could also be used for benchmarking of some ontology

2http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/2011.5/seals-eval.html
3E.g., the benchmark description based on OntoFarm is at http://repositories.seals-project.eu/

tdrs/testdata/persistent/conference/conference-v1/suite/
4https://project-hobbit.eu/
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tool categories mentioned in this thesis. One benefit in comparison with SEALS is that

system developers could run benchmarking tests by themselves. The HOBBIT platform, as

described in [61] contains several components which are implemented as docker containers

and which communicate to each other using RabbitMQ5 as a message bus. There are two

types of components: platform components that are always running and all components

that belong to a certain experiment such as benchmark components and benchmarked system

component. The platform components are as follows:

• Platform controller is the central component of the HOBBIT platform which coordi-

nates the interaction of other components, e.g., handling requests from the front-end,

the starting and stopping of benchmarks etc.

• Storage contains the experiment results.

• Front-end handles the interaction with the user. It provides different functionalities

for different types of users, e.g., a guest, a benchmark provider etc.

• Analysis is started after an experiment has been finished. It should enhance the bench-

mark results for which it uses the HOBBIT ontology6 and decides which analysis it

should run.

• Logging is used to collect the log message from the components.

The benchmark components includes the following:

• Benchmark controller is the central component for the experiment. It creates and

controls the other benchmark components described below.

• Data Generator prepares the data needed for the evaluation.

5https://www.rabbitmq.com/
6https://github.com/hobbit-project/ontology/blob/master/ontology.ttl
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• Task Generator gets the data from the data generator and generates tasks identifiable

with an ID.

• Evaluation Storage stores the gold standard and the generated results from the bench-

marked system. It sends this data to the evaluation module.

• Evaluation Module evaluates the results generated by the benchmarked system.

The platform can be installed and run locally. However, the HOBBIT project provides

an online instance7 where one can upload a benchmark/system, run a benchmark/challenge

or check results of experiments. In the period of early November 2017 to May 2018 we were

preparing the OAEI benchmarks, as the OAEI 2017.5 campaign,8 for the HOBBIT platform.

While basic functionality was working well, we encountered on many difficulties dealing with

OAEI benchmark specifics. We published the paper [45] describing experience of the OAEI

to HOBBIT migration at the Ontology Matching workshop 2018.

Regarding my conference track it was successfully prepared as a benchmark where one

have to select test cases one by one; this is available as the OAEI Conference benchmark

in the public HOBBIT platform. However, since we expect to evaluate all test cases (21)

for each matching system, it also needs to enable running of all test cases at once. I was

preparing this in the public HOBBIT platform named as the OAEI Conference benchmark

ALL, but this benchmark was not successfully done. The idea behind9 was that first all

test cases are prepared as tasks in an array of tasks with all information such as a source,

a target and reference files. Additionally, there was added a queue name for each task to

enable distinguishing between different tasks. Later on, tasks are sent to the task system

adapter one by one. However, the system was always only working with ontologies from one

task. This is still an open issue for future.

7http://master.project-hobbit.eu/
8http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/2017.5/
9The source code is at https://gitlab.com/OndrejZamazal/conference
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The conference track evaluates alignments of system matchers using different evaluation

methods. Although, the evaluation could be in principle implemented in the HOBBIT

platform, for OAEI purposes it is also useful to have the alignments of system matchers

available for each task. Since there is no direct support in HOBBIT for this, I tried to

store the results onto some external host. I tested saving alignment onto Dropbox10 but the

communication between Dropbox and HOBBIT was not successful. Saving a file externally

also failed for the Google Drive11 (due to library dependency conflicts) and FTP (it was

unable to communicate with FTP server). Finally, I overcome this by directly exporting

alignments of system matchers into a log for corresponding experiment. While this solution

works, it is certainly just ad-hoc solution. Thus, this is also an open issue for future.

Since the other track organizers and system developers had similar issues, we requested

improvements in HOBBIT before OAEI can smoothly migrate. It was decided that the

OAEI 2018 campaign12 will be mostly run on SEALS while only several benchmarks will be

operated on HOBBIT.

10https://www.dropbox.com/
11http://drive.google.com/
12http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/2018/
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Chapter 6

Summary and Prospects

This habilitation thesis presents an overview of ontology benchmarks as an important part

of the semantic web. While the overview is based on the proposed ontology tool catego-

rization enabling a basic grouping of ontology benchmarks, ontology benchmarks are further

described using the activities they support along with their characteristics. Based on the

description of ontology benchmarks, I automated a generation of knowledge base for a NEST-

based recommender and provided its simple web-based interface. Thanks to the fact that

the knowledge base is generated, additional tuning of rules and their weights is possible via

meta-rules. Further, it is possible to change the description of the current benchmarks or

to add missing ontology benchmarks into the recommender via the input table. An alter-

native approach to create an ontology benchmark recommendation could be based directly

on a required ontology tool category from which the tool should be benchmarked. However,

since the description of each ontology tool category is always, to a certain extent, simplified,

e.g., as was done for the capturing of typical characteristics of ontology tool categories in

Table 1.2, I consider it better to base the recommendation, on the one side, on particular

required activities and characteristics for given benchmarking need and, on the other side,

on a description of specific ontology benchmarks. The validation of this is left for future

research.
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Furthermore, I presented in more detail my two contributions to the field of ontology

benchmarks in the semantic web. They represent two different approaches to ontology

benchmark construction. The first approach, the OntoFarm collection, deals with manual

ontology benchmark construction and the second, the OOSP tool, enables users to automat-

ically construct an ontology benchmark. OntoFarm has proved to be an important ontology

benchmark for many researchers and in many international projects. The OOSP tool en-

ables a community to search for ontologies potentially useful for ontology benchmarks, using

different search approaches. This represents a complementary approach to manual-based

and synthetic-based approaches to ontology tool benchmark construction. Because ontology

benchmarking is still an open issue, there are several different aspects in which OntoFarm or

OOSP could be extended or improved. According to the survey of the OntoFarm summary

paper (updated in Chapter 3), the most beneficial directions for OntoFarm extensions are

as follows:

• extending a number of reference alignments;

• establishing new test cases dealing with matching domain ontologies to one large on-

tology;

• collecting naming or trivial modeling issues.

Based on users’ and experts’ feedback on OOSP reflected in Chapter 4, the most beneficial

directions for OOSP extensions are as follows:

• assuring up-to-date snapshots of source repositories, e.g., BioPortal, and LOV;

• supporting reproducibility of the constructed ontology benchmarks, e.g., via Zen-

odo.org platform;1

• providing a REST-based interface for accessing available services in OOSP.

1https://zenodo.org/
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Finally, I also described my experience (Chapter 5) with two environments for an au-

tomatic ontology tool benchmarking. As it transpired, this is also an open issue for future

research. It is supposed that all these issues should be inspected in collaboration with other

researchers from abroad and/or with students from our university within their Bachelor,

Master or Doctoral theses.
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